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By David Wiwchar

Southern Region Reporter
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Victoria - At

provincial government
open cabinet meeting televised across
the province last week, the Maa -nulth
Agreement -in- principle was ratified
without debate.
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rAt a provincial government open
cabinet meeting televised across
the province last week, the Maanulth Agreement -in- principle was
ratified without debate.
Geoff Plant, Attorney General and
Minister Responsible for Treaty
Negotiations, offered an overview of the
Maa -Nulth AIP to Premier Gordon
Campbell and his assembled Ministers
and Cabinet members.
"This AIP represents a significant step
towards achieving a workable and
affordable treaty with the Maa-nulth
First Nations that will provide certainty
over Crown land and resources in
several communities on Vancouver
Island," said Plant. "It represents a step
along the road. It's a very important step
along the road. It's not, of course, the
final step. But if cabinet is prepared to
approve this AIP today, then our
negotiators, along with the negotiators
from Canada and the Maa -nulth, can
move forward toward achieving a final
agreement which I hope can be achieved
over the next year and a half or perhaps
sooner," he said.

Maa -nulth (Huu- ay -aht,
Toquaht, Ucluelet, Uchucklesaht,
Ka :'yu:'k't'h' /Che:k'tles7et'h')
elected leaders and Ha'wiih
attended the open cabinet
meeting to lend their support for

reaching this stage of
negotiations.
Maa -nulth (Huu- ay -aht, Toquaht,
Ucluelet, Uchucklesaht and
Ka :'yu:'k't'h' /Che:k'tles7et'h') elected
leaders and Ha'wiih attended the open
cabinet meeting to lend their support for
reaching this stage of negotiations.
"This is an important day, not only for
our communities, but for all people in

Elders Nelson Keitlah (Ahousaht) and Barney Williams (Che:k'tles7et'h') offer their perspectives
Full story on page 3.
at the Nuu- chah -nulth Oil and Gas Symposium held last week.
this province," said Robert Dennis,
political spokesperson for the Maa -nulth
and Chief Councilor of the Huu- ay -aht
First Nations. "This AIP provides an
opportunity for people to learn how
treaties will benefit all citizens. Maanulth are pleased that the province is
approving this AIP today and that we can
now move forward into final agreement
negotiations," he said in front of Chief
Derek Peters and Chief Tom Happynook
of Huu- ay-aht, Chief Christine Cox,
Samantha Cox and Peter Hanson
(Ka:yu:k'eth'), Chief Bert Mack
(Toquaht), Chief Tom Rush and Chief
Councillor Charlie Cootes Sr.
(Uchucklesaht), and Chief Councillor Ed
Mack (Ucluelet).
An Agreement-In- Principle (AIP) sets
out the land, capital and resources that
will become part of the treaty package
when the parties negotiate a Final
Agreement.
The Maa -nulth First Nations have a
combined population of 1,934 people,
with 57 Indian Reserves totalling 2100
hectares. The traditional territory of the
five Nations represents approximately
10% of Vancouver Island.
"The agreement provides for just shy of
21,000 hectares of Crown land, a $6.25
million transfer to the Ucluelet First
Nation to enable them to purchase some
private land that is being sold by a
willing seller and a $62.5 million capital
transfer," said Plant in his report to
Cabinet. "Provided for in these
agreements will be the full and final
settlement of aboriginal rights related to
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lands and resources. The AIP
contemplates that the final agreements
will ensure the application of federal and
provincial laws, will provide taxation
authority over Maa -nulth First Nations
members on their treaty lands, will also
provide for the Maa-nulth to join in the
regional districts that are in their areas
and to work with them to harmonize
land use planning," he said.
The provincial and federal governments
will share the costs of the treaty
package. British Columbia contributes
mainly Crown land, and Canada
contributes mainly cash which works out
to more than $32,000 per Maa -nulth
member.

"This is an important day, not
only for our communities, but for
all people in this province," said
Robert Dennis. "Maa -nulth are
pleased that the province is
approving this AIP today and
that we can now move forward
into final agreement
negotiations," he said.
An AIP is not legally binding. It sets the
foundation for final agreement
negotiations and represents broad
agreement on significant topics,
including the land component, capital
transfer, fish and wildlife provisions, and
governance authorities.
Negotiators are working on a
constitutionally protected treaty, as well
as a self-government agreement and a

.

fisheries agreement that will be outside
treaty, and not protected.
"I think it was just about a year ago
when Chief Robert Dennis came to
Victoria with some of his colleagues to
meet with us and present what he called
an agenda for action. That agenda for
action included a request to fast -track
treaty negotiations in his community,"
said Plant. "This agreement shows that
we can make progress at the treaty
tables that are consistent with the
wishes of the people of British
Columbia as voiced through the
referendum," he said. "A treaty with
Maa-nulth First Nations will increase
Maa-nulth First Nations' participation in
the regional economy, and reduce Maanulth First Nations' reliance on
government transfers and phase out
personal tax exemptions for Maa -nulth
First Nation members."
According to a media backgrounder
from the provincial treaty negotiations
office: "The Supreme Court of Canada
has confirmed that Aboriginal people
have a constitutional right to hunt and
fish for domestic purposes, but this right
is not clearly defined. Maa -nulth First
Nation hunters can harvest wildlife and
migratory birds for domestic purposes
within a defined harvest area that will
include treaty and non -treaty land. Their
hunting rights will be limited by
measures necessary for conservation,
public health or public safety."
Fishing allocations will be outside
treaty, and allocations for the Maa-nulth

continued on page 7
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considering its size.
Foe Wally. the dream started more than
32 years ago when he watched planes
land at the old grass airstrip near the
Somas, River estuary
"I was 12 years old and rode my bike
down there to watch the little, tiny
airplanes. I thought they were really
cool, and started getting into
airplanes," said Wally. "When I was 15,
!took my first flying lesson, and Indian
Affairs paid for my flight school
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Tieshaht'a Wally Watts has mall zed

One day, while flying over Port Alberni
in the tiny Cessna 150 2 -seder trainer,
Wally looked up and saw. huge plane
thousands of feet above him. Ile asked
his Alberni Flying Club instructor about
the jet and was told it was a four-engine
747 on its way to Asia.
I said 'someday I'm going to fly that
plane: Wally recalled. -Ile said 'you'll
never get there. You'll never, ever do it
They only hire one out of every five
Thousand pilots that apply. Nobody ever
becomes a 747 Captain'. Ile said that he

they'll hire you'. I said 'someday I'll do
1'. I want to find him now and tell him
finally nude. 747 Captain. Now I'll be
flying over to the Far East like that plane
I

Ì

Please note Mat Me deadline for
ubna si ns for our next issue is 4:311
pm on Friday, October 5, 2001 Mier

Mat date material submitted & judged
of he ell
need
appropriate,
placement but, if stun relevant. will be
included in the following issue.
In an ideal world. submissions would be
typed, rather than hand -written.
Articles can be sent by ...mat to

-as' he

reed.

After completing his training courses,
Wally joined Austin Airlines in 1981
flying to various First Nations and Inuit
around northern Ontario
and Quebec. After that he captained a

freight airliner for Airborne
Express. In 1984 he joined United
Airlines and was the Captain of 737,
Airbus, DC -20, DC-10, 757 commercial
airliners.
.A commercial pilot for the past three
detan e, wally has now reached the
1)C -9

pinnacle of his profession, earning the
rare honour of being given a captaincy
of a 747400 Jumbo Jet - the largest
commercial airplane in the world.
she top of the ladder. There's
nowhere else to goon "aid Wally. "At
United we have 7500 pilots and only 225
74] 4íN1 Captains Its the biggest plane
and pays the most," he said
The Boeing 747400 was built for
intercontinental navel, and can carry 568
people on its passenger model, or haul
more than 120 tons in its cargo model
fora distance greater than 13,000 km at
a speed of 912 km3, (Mach 0.855). At
231 feet long. and 211 feet wide, the
747-400 is almost as long, and
significantly wider than a football field.
Only days after graduating from a 30day training -course on the 747 400,
Wally was flying to Hong Kong with
375 passengers on board.
"I'll be flying all around the world:
China, South America, Europe," said
Wally. "Lately I've been flying troop .to

Kuwait and Iraq," he said.
The neon of Tom and Dolly Watts, and
grandson of Tom and Louise (Hetux)
Watts, and Mn And Mrs Wallace Morgan
from Kitwanga, Wally (Wallace Stephen
Thomas Watts) lives in Seattle with wife
Commie. They share three daughters:

hashilth(n-nuuchahnulth.org
Windows PC).
Submitted pictures must include a
brief description of subject(s) and a
return address. Pictures with no return
address will remain on file. Allow 2 - 4
weeks for return. Photocopied or faxed
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the largest commercial airplane in
the world. "It's the top of the ladder. There's nowhere else to go
now," said Tseshaht's Wally Watts.

The Boeing 747 -400 Jumbo Jet

is

ofa 747

Arianna, who is 20 -year old and is in
her third year at the University of
Florida studying biology; Rachel, who
is 18 years old and recently started work
at nursing home, and Gianni Thomas
Watts who is 1.5 years old and
according to Wally -climbs everything ".
Wally and ('atomic arc also petting
another arrival in a few months.
Wally has been at United for 20 years,
and being only 44, has another 16 years
before retirement.
But now Wally wants to see others
attain their goals.
"I still haven't meta Native American
pilot in all my years of flying," said
Wally. -When I first walked into the
United Airlines pilot's lounge in 1984,
everyone stopped and looked at me
because they were all white guys. Now
there are more black pilots and female
pilots, but there arc still no brown pilots.
I'd sure like to see more Fast Nations
airlines pilots," he said.
Although racism can still be an obstacle
for First Nations people trying to enter
into professional careers, determination
can sometimes lead m triumph.
"It took me two years to find job:
over
said Wally. "I'd be hired for
the phone, and I'd drive up there and
they'd see no and wouldn't hire tins It's
really hard to get an airline job. You
have to keep applying. When lapelled
for United Airlines applied every two
weeks and would call them and harass
them to hire me. Finally they
interviewed me. When I was
interviewed was really prepared for the
job; I studied for the test they give you,
and I was in really good shape, working
out every day" he said. "When you not
your goal, you have to follow through
with it. Don't give up. A lot of people
like my flight Mamma from Pon
Alberni gave up being an airline pilot,
but never gave up."
Now, 29 years after looking up and
seeing one of the first Boeing 747
Jumbo lets flying overhead, Wally is
whose he said he would be: living his
.

job
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Nuu- chah -nulth host Oil and Gas Symposium

Ha- ShilihSa will include letters received from Its readers. All letters MUST be
signed by the writer and have the writer's name, address & phone number on it.
Names can be withheld by request. inmmmuus submissions will air be emitted.
We reserve the right to edit submitted material for clarity, brevity.
grammar and good taste. We will definitely tint publish letters dealing with tribal
or personal disputes or issues that are critical of Nun- chah -nulth individual or
groups.
All opinions expressed in levers to the editor arc purely those of the
writer and will not necessarily coincide with the views or policies of the Nun ehah -ninth Tribal Council or its member bimt Nations.

Wally Watts earns biggest wings
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dream.

a

exploration and drilling.

There is an old saying that says
'the mind is like a parachute, it
only functions when it is open'.
Nuu -chah -ninth leaden showed
their understanding of this
axiom by organizing a first-ofIts -kind meeting to study the
issue of offshore oil and gas
exploration and drilling.
Representatives from all Nuu -chahnulth Nations, various coastal First
Nations, universities, provincial and

"We want to make sure we
understand all the issues
involved in offshore oil and gas
developments before we take a
position," said Southern Region
Co -chair David Dennis. "We
didn't have this opportunity with
fish farms and other industries,
but we have an opportunity to
take a lead position and work
towards a better understanding,
and an informed position in this
debate," he said.
110 people attended the two-

day symposium w here all sides of the
issue were represented and had
opportunities O add their perspectives
to the debate.
Nelson Keitlah led the opening Elders'
presentation, giving background to the

discussion rooted in ancient

f

as

well

all," said Keitlah. "We own the sea bed
where they are drilling, and we own the
shoreline which could be damaged if
there arc any accidents," he said. "As
humans what we don't understand we
usually fear. We're here because we
u
to understand this industry. Will it
be harmful to our environment? Will it
bring positive economic impacts and
employment to our communities? These
are things we need to understand before
we take a stance on this issue."
"We want to talk with these oil and gas
people before they start doing anything
in our
" said Che:k:des7et'h'
Elder Barney Williams Sr. "We are the
keepers of this pan of the world, and we
have the most to lose if something bad
happens at one of these drilling sites," he
said.

federal government departments and
interested individuals gathered in the
new Hupacasath House of Gathering to
work towards greater understanding of
the Issues surrounding a possible lifting
of the moratorium that has prevented
offshore oil and gas drilling for the past
20 years.
"We want to make sure we understand
all the issues involved in offshore oil
and gas developments before we take e
position," said Southern Region Cochair David Dennis. "We didn't have
this opportunity with fish fares and
other idustri.. but we have an
to take a lead position and
work towards a better understanding,
and an informed position in this
debate," he said

Almost

recent history.
r"We have been discussing this issue
with the governments for many years,
and we watched oil and gas companies
exploring and drilling along our coast in
the 1970's without consulting with us at

as

Nuu-chah -nulth Nations have reason to
be apprehensive about oil and gas
developments, having been adversely
affected by an oil spill in 1989 that
affected the entire west coast of
Vancouver Island.
"Gobs of oil and dead marine life are
being washed ashore along the west
coast of Vancouver Island after a tug
collided with its barge carrying 875,000
litres arcade oil off the coast of
Washington State on December 30th,"
reported Ha- Shilth-Sot. The Nuu -chahwith Tribal Council and member nations
sprang into action to launch cleanup
efforts while the BC and Canadian
governments did nothing.
The NTC later successfully sued Souse
Brothers Ocean Towing, and the
provincial and federal government for
costs and compensation.
In presentation from UVIC School of
Earth and Ocean Sciences entitled "BC's
Offshore Oil and Gas: What's the Big
Fuss About?' professor Michael
Whiticar said "we wash more oil off our
tacos and into the oceans than has ever
been spilt by tankers. There will be risk
involved in this industry since there are
many seismic fault lines and rough seas,
but driving down the island highway is a
risk as weir he said.
"Run off of oil and gas down street -side
drains is a global problem, but more than
28% of the oil that enters the
is from oil rigs in the North
Sea alone," mid Omagh O'Connor from
the Living Oceans Society. "Those who
profit from this industry are not the same
people who are burdened by the risk,"
she said.

"The offshore oil and gas industry here
in BC is different from other areas in the
world as the distance between the wells
and shore is only 30 kilometres, as

Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council

Toll Free Number
1- 877 -677 -1131
Nuu- chah -nulth leadership have now
established a toll free number to assist
membership with any questions they
may have regarding
treaty related business.
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Ed John (First Nations Summit) and Tom 'bleak' Happynook (Huuay -ehi) present offshore ownership issues to conference delegates.
opposed to 200 to 300 km distance
between North Sea oil rigs and the
shores of Atlantic Canada and Europe,"
said Ian Bruce from the David Suzuki
Foundation. "And while the probability
of an accident is low, the consequences
are extremely high," he said.

"Those who profit from this
Industry are not the same people
who are burdened by the risk,"
said (hough O'Conner from the

Living Oceans Society.
"In Newfoundland. the benefits of an oil
and gas economy is.seen everywhere,"
countered Chris Campbell from the
Pacific Offshore Energy Association
"The Hibernia project produced
more than 150 million barrels of oil last
year, and the biggest incident was a 7

line spill," he said.
Throughout the morning. diverse
perspectives on offshore oil and gas
developments were presented by various
experts, who fielded numerous questions
from Nuu- chah -nulth and non -Native
symposium delegates. Experiences
throughout the world were compared,

time," said Happynook. "Before
vm make any decisions on this
important issue we need to become
informed. We need to know and
understand the risks before we ever
consider whether or not to go to air
members for their decision to seek out
the
and:
d
Happynook, who recently toured
offshore oil platforms in Alaska's Cook
Inlet along with representatives from
the Government of BC and various
at this

coastal First Nations, said I Iowa)
ualit
leaden have met with Shell and

Chevron officials as well as provincial
and federal leaders and (probable
future Prime Minister) Paul Marlin
According to Happynook, oil industry
executivs will only pursue offshore
explorations if "govemmeata get their
polities straightened out-.
Shell Canada has advised B.C. that
they will not pursue offshore tenures
until land claims are settled as "they
don't want to enter into the middle of a
fight", according to HC Energy and
Mines Minister Richard Neufeld.
It is this same philosophy that led to

continued on page

9

with benefits and
drawbacks presented
by the speakers and
a
weighed by conference
participants.
Thelluu-ay -ant
Nation, along with
Uchucklesaht,
Ucluelet, Togaaht. and
h
Kayo
Che:k:0o7eth'

t

recently signed an
agreement with the
provincial

government

to study the oil and gas
issue within their

erdtories, and
negotiator Tom
Happynook spoke on
the gmvg study.
"We do not support

onto$

k

and g

on offshore rid and gad

"First Nations' concerns

have to be considered

and dealt with," said Jose Villa -Area, Chief
Negotiator for the BC Offshore Oil and Gas
Team. "Oil companies have said they're
interested in B.C., providing Aboriginal title is
settled in a way that allows them to operate with
certainty," he said.

Upcoming Meetings
J

Meeting

Date

Place

Start time

NTC AGM
Treaty Planning

Sept 29 - 30
Oct 2 - 3

Tsaxana
TinWis

9 a.m.
9 a.m.
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Wildlife Committee selects logo winner

Fisheries - ca- c -tiìk

By David Mocha.

First Nations and Fish
Farmers meet in Vancouver
By David Riot har

Southern Region Reporter

- First
internal
conflicts
Nations showed their
and divisions over the fish fans issue at
meeting last week. Many families
remain divided on the issue and those
who work for fish farms, and Nose
opposed to fish farms, often live in the
same house.
-We need to find a way through this
tremendous conflict which is dividing
families right now as I speak, right
down the middle of the carpet in homes,
because of its level of contention, and
people are getting hurt," Nuu -chahnulth Tnbal Council Central Region cochair Shawn Atleo said at the first Fish
Framing and Environment Summit in
2002.
TMI -W swath First Nation

First Nations showed their
internal conflicts and divisions
over the fish farm issue at a
meeting last week. Many families
remain divided on the issue and
those who work for fish farms,
and those opposed to fish farms,
often live in the same house.
Differences within families and First
Nations were best illustrated in
.paring the differences between
Namgis and Kitasoo First Nations.
The Nona. Nation is vehemently
opposed to fish farming in their territory
and is currently suing the governments
and fish farm companies. Kitasoo,, on
the other end of the spectrum. operates
their own salmon farms within their
territories N partnership with large fish
farm companies.
"This is all about money," said Alvin
Sewìd. "We were fishermen but now
Mat the industry is almost gone, our
people are destitute and losing their
houses. These fish fames are offering
jobs and money; things that are needed
by our people and our communities," he

Commission, organizers addle three-day
meeting. "How do we fit unemployment
problems in our communities where
there's no more commercial fishery, fish
canneries, long -shoring or lumber mills.
How can I tell a young person, 'no, you
can't go to work for that industry
because it's bad'. How do we address
these issues and the economics tat we
once enjoyed? Is there any room at all
for accommodation ?" he asked.
More than 100 representatives from
First Nations, fish farm companies,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada and the
Government of BC presented their
positions and opinions on lie fish
aquaculture. Kitasoo representatives
spoke on the millions of dollars that
come o their community through fish
farming, and other First Nations
complained about the environmental
effects fish farms have had in their
mimeo. According to numerous
scientists and First Nations people, fish
farms are killing clam beaches, turning
the shellfish meat black, and emit a
rancid smell.
Many Native leaders spoke on the lack
of consultation surrounding fish
Ming and operations.
"We didn't even know what fish farms
were when the government allowed
them to set up in our territories," said
Arthur Dick from the Kwakiutl
Territorial Fisheries Commission
(KTFC). "No one from government or
industry came to talk to us. 15 years
later they came around with a piece of
paper telling us what they're going to

f

Southern Region Reporter
The West Coast Vancouver Island
Wildlife Advisory Committee
(WCVIWAC) has chosen a design by
Beverly McEwan to be their
organizational logo.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
C. John and grand- daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Thomas, Beverly is a
member of the Ahousaht Nation who
now lives in Victoria.
"I have been painting for a while, at
least five years," said McEwan. "I chose
the deer, wolf, eagle and salmon because
of their unique ways of survival, and
how they represent grace, strength and
courage," she said

The West Coast Vancouver
Island Wildlife Advisory
Committee (WCVIWAC) has
chosen a design by Beverly
McEwan to be their

organizational logo.
McEwan s design captured the $500
award, and will be used on letterhead, T-

Central Region Reporter

ter
L

Tofino- Members of the Central Region
First Nations gathered at Tin Wis on a

,

V

,

Nuu chah -ninth and non- Nuu -chahnulth representatives dedicated to
conservation of wildlife and wildlife
habitat on the West Coast of Vancouver
Island.
Representatives from all Nov -chahnulth First Nations along with the BC
Outfitter's Association, BC Trapper's
Association, BC Wildlife Federation,
representatives
nonand
voting
groeo sert
WCVIWAC provides advice to the
Province of BC, Government of
Canada and Nuu -chah -ninth First
Nations on the conservation and
management of all wildlife and wildlife
habitat within NCN traditional

shirts, and WCVIWAC
communication. WCVIWAC consists of
do. The things they did borderline fraud.
We are in a comer. Our backs are
against the wall, and we are going to
protect our rights," he said. "Come and
tell me with a straight face and

independent scientific reports that
you're not destroying the environment.
You're poisoning our territories and our
food."
"Fish farms are clearly having an
impact, and it's not positive," said Cliff
Ado Sr. "Let's figure out how to
provide solutions. How can we step
outside our little boxes and do the right
thing and get along," he said.
While the two sides of the debate
main polarized, much work is being
done to bring some form of harmony to
the debate.
"Those that have the range of
acceptance goes born zero tolerance in

I

ask the industry and

government to respect that desire," said
conference chair Anne Narciss "To
.

those of the First Nations communities
that have seen fit to take this industry
on, I don't condemn you for that. I
fully recognize that you are between a
rock and a hard place on the coastal communities with the downfall of the
wild salmon fishery. But I also ask you
to respect the rights of your
neighbours," he said.
As with the fist BCAFC Fish Farming
and the Environment Summit,
numerous recommendations were made
on how
repairthe rift between
groups by finding common ground and
building upon that. Plans are already
conferences on this
underway list
theme in recognition set the huge gap
between the two sides.

1

.I,

said.

"It's not about dollar signs, it's about
the survival of our wild stocks of fish
and shellfish and about us as a people,"
responded Brian Wadhams, a relative of
Sewìd. "What is the value of our
traditional way of life because that's
what we're talking about here," he said.
"We have to have some serious selfevaluation about what we really need to
do, and how we accommodate each
other," said Simon Lucas, Coastal cochair of the BC Aboriginal Fisheries

/

d

"Fish farms are clearly having an
Impact, and it's not positive," said
Cliff Allen Sr. "Let's figure out
how to provide solutions. How can
we step outside our little boxes and
do the right thing and get along,"
he said.

Sizes

Casual Wear - Formal Wear
for Boys & Girls

7 to 16

Point Zero- Joe Boxer (these are just a few brands)
Hours 10:00 - 5:30 Monday to Thursday

London Blues

-

10:00 - 9:00 Friday
10:00 - 5:00 Saturday
48 15

Johnston Road, Port Alberni, B.C.

BRAKER & CO.

723 -7905

Degruchy, Norton

a Co.

Barristers & Solicitors

"Specializing in First Nations

3233 Hector Road
P.O. Ron 1160, Port Alberni

taxation, auditing &

B.C. VOY 7M1

Phone, 723 -1993
Pacer

Toll free l4177. 723.1401
723.1994

Personal injury litigation, including motor
vehicle accident Wavy claims

Dan Legg, CGA, CAFM

lay R.

Norton, FCGA, CAFM

Cory McIntosh,

strategic management

planning,"

CGA, CAFM

Bus.: (250) 724-0185
Fax: (250) 724 -1774

sunny September 9th morning for their
three day Annual General Meeting
(AGM). Dave Jacobson of Ahousaht
mmporarily chaired meeting on behalf
of Shawn Atleo who was expected to
arrive later that day. He thanked
qui -aht First Nation (TFN) for hosting
this year's AGM on behalf of the
Central Region.
TFN Chief Councillor Moses Martin
introduced the Hti wiih of his Nation
then invited beach keeper Barney
Williams Jr. to give the traditional
welcome along with an opening prayer.
Delegates quickly got down to
business adopting the agenda with
minor amendments along with minutes
from the Ian year's AGM. Routine
matters such as the appointment of
directors, legal counsel and auditors for
the various business entities were taken
dare of along with reports from each

tiro

department.

and

2nd Floor, 4445 Gertrude St.
Port Alberni, B.C.
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Central Region Chiefs'
Annual General Meeting
By Denise Ambrose,

4ayv
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Gary Johnsen, link Forest Resources
(IFR) General Manager delivered the
company's 2003 audit. He said the
report will not be given out broadly as
this is not standard practice for any
company. Each Central Region First
Nation, however will receive a detailed
report of IFR's audit. The company
cams its revenues from the sale of logs,
salvage logs, minor products and
lumber. While there was a substantial
increase in revenues Ws you over last,
Johnson reported the cast of operations
was also higher, cutting sharply into the
profit margin.
"In terms of employment we've had
some major changes in the last year:
said Johnsen. Ile reported IFR currently
has twelve employees, ten of whom are
First Nations though not necessarily
Nuu -chair- ninth.
IFR Sustainable Forest Project recently
employed five First Nations people to
monitor piedmont and post harvest
impacts
try on the environment
in accordance with Science Panel
Recommendations. The crews have
been working in Bedding! id primarily
in areas harvested this year and last
Johnsen said it is tin early in the project
to report results. He said the company
is looking for partners to help finance
the venture due to its high cost They
are also looking for a project leader to
oversee the project.
Ile went on to ay IFR is in the black
every year despite the high operating
cots especially in terms of stumpage
fees. He hopes the region will support
the IFR in continuing its status as e
viable company.
Godfrey informed the table that a
working group will be struck to deal
with Regional forestry issues including
issues raised by Johnsen as directed at
the last Central Region Strategic
Planning meeting.
Central Region Co-chair, Shawn Atleo
was on hand to lead day two of the
meetings. Peter Vaseline of lisaak
Forest Resources presented a draft of
the Central Region Consultrtion h
Accommodation Policy, which was
reviewed and adopted on the
understanding that it is a work in

off

progress subject to amendments. The
intent of the document is to set out the

region expectations of 'what constitutes
meaningful and appropriate consultation
and accommodation of our Aboriginal
Rights and Title.' It was written with
resource companies and the federal and
provincial governments in mind.
Leaders agreed that the document needs
more specific definition of the word
'consultation', one that will not be open
to interpretation from outsiders.
Atleo introduced a draft Central Region
Protocol Agreement explaining the
doe
n has been in the works for
years. Its intent is to outline how the
First Nations of the region may work
together and in each other's territory
when necessary. Atleo explained there
have been problems in recent history
where Firer Nations need to gain
permission from another in order to carry
out economic development activities and
have been refined.

Representatives of Pacific Edge
Architecture were on hand to
present a progress report on the
construction of the Central
Region Administration Building.
If all goes well the estimated $5
million building Will he located at
the site of the Tla- o-qui -aht treaty
office in Tofino near Tin Wis
Resort.
Ile said the document is to assist the
Region in carrying out beneficial
economic development activities for its
people while respecting the wishes of
individual First Nations in their concern
for their Hiholthi. "We don't want to
hold back our people and their
aspirations unnecessarily," he explained.
After much debate, it was finally
decided that the document would not be
called 'protocol agreement' but it
would be referred to as a working
document.
Howard Tom, Chairman of Ma Moak
Development Corporation (MDC) Board
of Directors delivered a report on
business activities of MDC, a company
owned by the Central Region First
Nations. MDC is a holding company
focused on job creation, economic
development and training/development
of human resources for First Nations
people of the region.
Companies operating under the
umbrella of MDC are Long Beach
Link Clayoqua Spirit Tours, Clayoquot
Sound Wildfooda PLM Broadcasting,
Mutt-Kum-Tns Eco Industrial Park and
Ma -Mink Natural Resources Ltd (Beak
Forest Resources). These companies are
owned outright or partially owned by the
Central Region First Nations.
The MDC Board of Directors is nude
up of knawledgea le representatives of
the five local First Nations. The Board
develops policy, guides the development
of business plans,
shareholders
agreement, and
makes decisions
with respect to

business ventures
amongst other
things.
Tom reported
the tern, of the
current Board of
Directors is about
to expire and new
directors must be

.

Howard Tom, Chairman of Ma Moak Development Corporation
(MDC) Board of Directors delivered a report on business activities of
MDC, a company owned by the Central Region First Nations.
appointed. Serving on the current board
arc: Joe Campbell, Matthew Lucas,

Howard Torn, Chief Ben Mack, Rose
Touchie, Jackie Godfrey and Iris Lucas.
Each director is backed up by an

alternate.
Each First Nation reconfirmed their
t representatives f ameba term
Tom served notice that he would decline
his nomination from the Board so that he
may enjoy his retirement. The following
day, however, TFN announced that their
Ida whin were able to convince Tom to
serve another term on the MDC Board of
Directors
Representatives of Pacific Edge
Architecture were on hand to present a
progress report on the construction of the
Central Region Administration Building.
Hall goes well the estimated $5 million
building will he located at the site of the
Tla- o- qui -ahi treaty office in Tofino near
Tin Wis Resort.
Ili -chair Atleo informed the table that
he would be meeting with
representative of Minister Hagen
regarding the region's dispute with the
provincial government over District
Manager, Cindy Stem's approval of
[Mentor's ten year Forest Development
Plan despite rejection of the plan at the
Central Region Board. The Chiefs argue
that resource issues in Clayoquot Sound
are dealt with at the Central Region
Board, which is supposed to be the final
authority. They feel the current
provincial government does not take
seriously enough the Interim Measures
Agreement that was so hard fought for
by the Central Region Chiefs.
Arlen will bring commas of the region
to a
ring with provincial
representatives in the near future.
Ucluelet Mayor, Diane SL Jacques and
Tofino Mayor Alan Anderson arrived late
Wednesday to share information and
discuss the region's desire to build
constructive working relationship with
Tofino and Ucluelet. Aden cited the
success of the recently opened coo
industrial park in Ucluelet as an example
of the positive things that can be
accomplished when people work
together.
Both mayors responded favorably to the
idea and agreed information sharing

Want to

stings would be beneficial for all.
The parties discussed the benefits of
sharing comma and ideas and pursuing
things together where possible. The
development of an emergency
preparedness plan was cited as and
example a something every community
has an interest N.
The table directed Allen to draft a letter
of support seeking assurances that
...General Hospital
spital will remain
open. Health budget cutbacks to the
tune $42 million means closure of
hospital beds and hospitals and Tofino
fears its hospital may close.
The mayors left the table identifying
many common issues such as parking in
Tofino, recreation, tourism and other
economic development ventures. The
parties committed to keeping the lines of
communication open to work on these
and other issues.
Don Jones of bowie. Perrault A
Robertson Accounting presented the
audits for the region on the last day of
the meeting revealing a need fora solid
business plan. Atleo said the numbers
show that the region is not heading down
sustainable economic path and 'our
work is cut out for us'. The Chiefs
committed to begin work on a business
plan immediately.
The Technical Planning Committee
delivered their report on the progress of
Watershed Planning in Clayoquot Sound.
"The committee was struck in order to
carry out the work outlined in the
Science Panel Report," said Nelson
Keitlah. He described some of the
difficulty in carrying out the work.
Traditional medicines, for example, were
family secrets and should not be
documented.
Three watershed plans are complete
taking into consideration several factors
ranging from habitat impala to cultural
integrity. Despite difficulties, Rudy
Marne said each First Nation has found
ways in which to provide needed
inform
accommodating the planning
process. The problem is unresolved
boundaries between the First Nations
and how to present cultural information
on watershed plans.
.

continued on page
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Tla -o- qui -aht kids learn to surf
from Canadian Champions
Carla Moss
For Ha- Shilth -Sa
By

Glowing. That's the only way to
describe the faces of 15 young Tla -oquì -aht wave riders has they appeared
and disappeared in the waves of South
Chafer lm Beach.

Glowing. That's the only way to
describe the faces of 15 young
Tla- o-qui -aht wave riders has
they appeared and disappeared
in the waves of South
Chesterman Beach.
The youth, taking part Ili.) four -day
Bruhwiler Surf camp, were greeted with
proud cheers front their instructors and

parents gathered
each time They

twá individual

Glowing. This is the same word the
mother of two Canadian Surf Champs,

Ha- Shilfh -Ss.

sometimes that did not
include surfing! Many
had fun body surfing
n the bigger haves.
Younger ones such as
Lisa Tom, Wesley
Frank and Ian O'Brien -a
had fun boogie
boarding in the white

ready to man on a short board during the
next lesson, after taking his first short
hoard ride on the last day of the camp.
Evans Touchie, invited by Raph
Bruhwiler to join the instruction team,
mid, "Raph thought it would be cool to
show that older native men are surfing
ton He thought it might be an
aspiration to the younger kids, but it
was an inspiration to me...it's making
me
mfm
With a picture titled "The start of a new
life" illuminating him, and his surf kayak
hanging on his wall, Evans credits
surfing for igniting his lifestyle change
"Surfing changed my life. used to be a
chunk drinker. I don't rink anymore. I
used to drink on Friday and play
basketball on Saturday, and now I don't
want to go out drinking because I want
lobo in shape to surf," said Evans.
School teacher and surf instructor
Shelley Bauer said, 'This camp offered
children another avenue to shine in. I
saw children excel in a water sport that
1

Nuu- chah -nulth leaders
fight for Tofino Hospital

water. When asked
about his favorite part
of the camp, one child
replied, -lay picking
me up and throwing
me in the water!" (Jay
Femur was with the

Bmhwiler instruction
malt)
Gisele Bruhwiler,
mother of Raph and of
Surf Chop Sepp,
said, "The ocean is a
great giver of life and

Port Alberni A closed meeting

e
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it can help our
children is so many
nays: shedding all

things from their day,
it washes it all off so
.
they can man ncw.Gisele went on to say,
Simon "Bucks" Tom standing up!
"My kids, I remember
the first thing they'd do when they'd get
highlight was seeing the joy and the
home is put on their wetsuits"
wide grins on the children's faces as
After watching her children returning to
they caught dodos It's something
the waves for over two decades, Gisela
completely structured and
that's
es the mean as a teacher, healer and
they can tbe individuals and work at
giver of life. She said, "The children
their own pace. And they see people
challenge themselves. They fall down.
hike Raph Bruhwiler and Evans Touchie
They get up. It's a great life lesson"
as good role models who give them
With that thought, Gisele talked about
something positive to work towards.'
how the mean addresses each
individual, "when the Oman splashes on
Surfing cana expensive to get into,
you it speaks to you in a unique way. If
with new wetsuits for children running
you're a challenger, the ocean will
around $200.00 and surf boards costing
challenge you. If you're a different way,
$500.0 pigs. it should be noted for
the ocean will speak to you in that way."
parents looking to get their chi/droll itao,
Camp participants ranged in age from
surfing used gear can he purchased
six to 19 years old and came from
from rental shops at the end of the
Opitsaht, Tofino, Esowis, and Ucluelet.
season for discounted rates.
Ian O'Btien's (ails Ile. O'Brien said,
sThe Tla- o- qui -aht Children and
"This is awesome, to have all these
Families Society and the Bmhwiler Surf
children together from different
School plan to f ndraìse together to
communities for something like this."
raise funds to build an equipment
Margaret Tom, mother of five from
inventory to make surfing more
Opitsaht, said, "It's good to get together
accessible to local youth. Anyone
and for some, it may show them they
donations would be greatly appreciated.
an feel good about all that they are."
A big thank you to sponsors:
On each of the four nights, panes
Bruhwiler Surf School - $1200.00
came out to build a fire for the youth to
discount on lessons
wann up by and they brought hot
Creative Salmon - $1920.00
chocolate and snacks too. On the last
contribution to cover balance of
night Breakers Deli and Surfside Pizza
instruction cost
donated four pizzas each for the camp
Slam Surf Shop Use of gear for
sendoff.
camp
The camp, coordinated under the
Breaker's Deli Donation of 4 pizzas
auspice of the Tla- o- qui- aht Children's
Surfside Pizza - Donation of 4 pizzas
and Family Society, was only possible
because of the
contributions
from the
Bruhwiler Surf
School, who
offered a $3200 stkliitli
discount on their
instruction;
Creative
Sdmmn. who
paid for the
balance of the
instruction costs
($1920.00); and M't.lSre 1g
the donated use
of rental gear
from Stem Surf aaw,:ae'
Shop.
Shelley Bauer
r
said that surfing
J
is kind of a
a 1.1
"spiritual thing"
She went on to
say, "I think the
Surfers warm up at pizza time around the fire
in

Maureen Tom and Mercedes Brown prepare to ride the surf
(Surf School Owner) and Sepp
is right in our front yard. Asa teacher,

Raph
Bruhwiler, uses to describe her own
children's faces today and back when
they teamed to surf on the same beach
20 years earlier.

Reflecting te what she's witnessed,
Gisele Bruhwiler said, "The ocean can
be such a power that people can be
afraid. I've more often seen it be a
gentle power. It's never cheated we with
my kids. Everytime they came out they

glowed."
What lit up Evans Touchie, surf
instructor and well -known Ucluelet First
Nations basketball star, was how
quickly the children learned. "Seeing
these native kids, they're picking up
things so fast," he said. "It's natural for
them to be in the water. It's good to see
)lie lessons and learning to do
them getting
it right" First -time surfers, Patrick Tom
and Wesley Frank, both six, stud up on
their surf boards the first time they
caught a wave!
By the end of the camp, Maureen Tom,
Mercedes Brown, Preston Charlie, Bert
Williams, Kayla Anne Frank, Elizabeth
Manson, Nellie Allen and several others
were flashing through the waves all the
way into the shore on their long boards.
Domìnque Charlie, James Martin, Gary
Marlin and Simon Bauer were all on fire
to perfect their skills on short boards.
Fierce with concentration, Dominque
dominated the whiiew ter, while James
was focused on catching the perfect
unbroken wave "First -time surfer
Patrick "Homey" looks the he'll be

I

see there's e need to have more physical
outlets like surfing for these kids."
For one of the higher skilled youth,
there was tandem surfing -- two surfers
on one board! -- with Raph Bruhwiler.
When asked why he wanted to put on
this camp, long time Canadian Surf
Champ Bruhwiler replied, "I grew up
here. And I know it was hard for me too
when I was young to get equipment and
get out surfing. just want to help out,
get them into the water. You know, when
you surf you just kind of forget about
.

1

everything."

"Surfing changed my life. I used
to be a chronic drinker. I don't
drink anymore. I used to drink
on Friday and play basketball on
Saturday, and now don't want
to go out drinking because I
want to be in shape to surf," said
Evans Touchie of Ucluelet.
1

With m rye to a bright future for West
Coast surfing, Bruhwiler continued, "My
nera[
generation,
we all grew up. These kids
coming to this camp, they're the next
generation._ It's just a good sport. It's
refreshing and you feel alive when you
get out them. Maybe one day we'll have
a future Canadian World Champ."
While competition may be something to
look forward to, just having fun was the
highest priority for some youth and

-
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between local leaders and Vancouver
Island Health Authority (VISA) Vice
President and Transitional Executive
Director Chuck Rowe was forced open
when Nuu 'chah -nulth leaden came in to
voice their opposition to any program
reductions at Tofino General Hospital.
The Health Authority has to our 542.$
million (2 %) from the 51.2 billion
budget for Vancouver Island hospitals
this fiscal year. The budget for the
Central Vancouver Island Health
Authority (Duncan, Ladysmith,
Nana o, Poe Alberni, Tofino) totals
$280 million, and according to Rowe,
numerous changes are being
contemplated to reach the 2% budget
reduction goal.
"To do this, we need to improve
administrative efficiencies, consolidate
and ensure we allocate scarce
m those patients, clients, and

residents who have the greatest need."
said Rowe.
Them have been number of

Maa -nulth AIP
continued from page

1

First Nations will be based on formulas
that will vary annually with the
abundance of the serious species.
"There are domestic fish allocations set
out in the AIP. They include an avenge
of 12,000 Somas River sockeye salvo
and 9,400 Fraser River sockeye salmon.
There will also be domestic allocations
detrmined for other species.. we
continue negotiations," said Plant "The
Maa nulth will negotiate commercial
fishing opportunities in an agreement
that will reside outside the treaty. These
negotiations will determine annual
allocations of sockeye and chinook and
some other fish: herring, halibut
Faddish as well as Dungeness crab.
This commercial allocation
ion -1 think it'.
important to emphasize l this - will be
caged on the same priority as other
commercial fisheries. That is, there will
only be a fishery for these species under
these agreements at a time or in an
environment where it is
for
comervation and resource management
purposes to provide sfor commercial
fishing for all commercial fishermen,"
he said.
Mae -nulth First Nation governments
will have powers similar to municipal
ovemment in areas of municipal
urisdiction. These law-making
authorities will be set out in self
t agreement eauide the treaty
and will be put into effect through
(oral and provincial legislation Maa
ulth First Nations will be expected to
contribute to the costs of their own
overnments. As their economics grow,
this will reduce their reliance on
I

aptiate

m funding.

After transition period Maa-nulih
First Nation members will pay taxes like
all British Columbian, Maa-nulth First
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By David Wischur
Southern Region Reporter
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resignations at Tofino Hospital recently,
and according to Rowe, there has been
no decision made yet as to whether or
nota those positions will be re- filled.
"There are going to he displacements
that occur as a result of these cost cutting measures," he said.

"First Nations people feel
attacked on a number of fronts,
and health care is one of them,"
said Central Region Co-chair
Shawn Allen. "I'm thinking of the
people from lea ilia hl who have
a two -hour boat ride across open
ocean to get to the Tonna
Hospital. We need to know how
First Nations people are being
considered in the changes," he
said.

CHS Chair Tom Curley and Central Region Co -chair Shawn Arica
take their concerns to the Vancouver Island Health Authority

I

"In the next three or four months well
be looking at the services at Tofino
Hospital as we put together our
restructuring report," said Rowe. "Tofino
is a mall operation and there arco a lot
of uts that can be made there," he said

Nation governments will have lawmaking authority for direct taxation of
Maa -ninth First Nation members on
may land and, upon agreement with
Canada or B.C., over non -members on
treaty land. Transitional provisions will
address the fact that the Indian Act,
including the Section 87 tax exemption,
will no luger apply.

West Coast Mayors, Councillors and
regional leaders were invited to the
meeting with Rowe at the AlberniClayoquot Regional District office. but
First Nations leaders were not.
"First Nations people feel attacked on a
n
her f fronts, and health care is one
of them," said Central Region Co-chair
Shawn Alleo, who came to the meeting
with CHS Chair Tom Curley. "I'm
thinking of the people from Hesquìaht
who have a two -hour boat ride across
open mean to get to the Tofino Hospital.

We need to know how First Nations

people are being considered in the
changes," he said.
Rowe agreed to include First Nations
on VIHA's meeting notification list, and
invite greater participation of First
Nate
unto in health care
decisions.

Although its unclear at this point what
changes, if any, will occur in Tofino it
has already been decided that 9 out of
32 beds at West Coast General Hospital
in Port Albemi will be closed.

concerns, but there were none.
"1 want to thank you, Attorney General.
want to also thank the leadership of the
Maa -ninth. As you mentioned, they
carne and said they wanted to be part of
trying to move this forward. It is an
important step for us and for the Man nulth, and we wish you well in
proceeding to final negotiations. I'm sure
the ill be days when you wonder why
you're doing them, but dunk you to all
of the leadership of the Maa -nulth for

their commitment to finding solutions to
this as well," said Campbell. "We will
approve this agreement -in- principle and
move it on to final negotiations. Thank
you very much"
All five Maa -Nulth First Nations
ratified the AIP by consensus at
community meetings, and the Federal
Government ratified the agreement this
past July. The Agreement -in- principle
will be officially signed at a special
ceremony in early October.

1

"I want to thank you, Attorney
General. I want to also thank the
leadership of the Maa- nolth. As
you mentioned, they came and
said they wanted to be part of
trying to move this forward. It is
an important step for us and for
the Maa- nulth, and we wish you

.

"CH'APATS"
The Hunt22 West Coast style

well in proceeding to final
negotiations," said BC Premier
Gordon Campbell. "We will
approve this agreement-inprinciple and move it on to final
negotiations. Thank you very
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much."
"We committed to kiek -caning the
ready process and over the past few
months we have made significant

22' fiberglassed canoe.

prawns at treaty tables across British
Columbia. Ultimately, our goal is to
improve the lives of First Nations people
and stimulate regional economic growth
that will benefit all British Colombians,"
said Plant. "There's give- and -take
involved in this process. We mould,' be
here if there won' some give -and-take.
want to acknowledge the hard work
that's been done am( encourage
everybody as we move towards what
will be, I expect, the most challenging
part of this process. which is negotiating
a final agreement.," he said.
When Plant completed his presentation
to Cabinet, Premier Campbell opened the
floor to questions, comments and

Basketball Tournament
October 25 - 26, Ucluelet, B.C.
Contact Evans Touchie for more information at (250) 726 -2516
Entry fee - $250.00 (8 teams)

I

Experience the adventures of the West Coast in a First Nations
designed and carved 22' sealing canoe - also known as "ch'apats ".
The Hunt22 is an exact fiberglassed copy of our original 22' red
cedar canoe, pictured in the background.
This graceful, unique 22' canoe, carved in the Nuu- chah -nulth
style, can accommodate up to ten, along with plenty of gear. It
falls in the class of the traditional West Coast seal hunting ch'apats
which ranges from about 20' to 26' long. Its wide hull and extra
deep anti- swamping hull are designed for safety. The ch'apats can
be paddled, rowed or sailed.
For further details, contact:
.

Calvin Hunt
Copper Maker Gallery
P.O. Box 755, Port Hardy, B.C.
VON 2P0

12501949 -8491 (2501949 -7349 fax
Web Site: ealvinhontmsm
E -mail:

uppennaker&cablerockeccom
Calvin Hunt, grandson of Dr. Billy,
from Tsawana (Friendly Cove)
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Dr. George Louie Language

Book Soon to be released
By Denise Ambrose,
Central Region Reporter

Eight years after his death, Ile. George
Louie's dream of writing a Nuu -chahnulth textbook for fume generations is
about to come true.
Concerned about rapid loss of the Nuu chah -ninth language, Louie took it upon
himself to create a dictionary. Over
eight years he compiled words and
definitions of the Ahousaht dialect along
with stories in binders. Sadly, he died in
1995 before his book was completed.

Eight years after his death, Dr.
George Louie's dream of writing
a Nuu -chah -nulth textbook for
future generations is about to
come true.
The book is an official manuscript,
which means only a small number of
texts, will be released until the Louie
family makes plans for an official

publication.
Toshihide Nakayama, a colleague of
Louie's, prepared a manuscript in
cooperation with the Department of
Linguistics of the University of Victoria
The manuscript, entitled "Endangered
Languages of the Pacific Rim, George
Louie's Nub -chair- ninth (Ahousaht)
Texts with Grammatical Analysis" will
be published in small numbers ass
manuscript which the family will
present to Maagmsiis School in
Ahousaht The first shipment of about
60 manuscripts are expected by the end

of September.

The manuscript, entitled
"Endangered Languages of the
Pacific Rim, George Louie's
Nuu -chah -ninth (Ahousaht)
Texts with Grammatical
Analysis" will be published in
small numbers
n as a manuscript
which the family will present to
Maagtusiis School in Ahousaht.
Greg Louie, principal
of Maaqtusiis
Pr c
School and nephew of Dr. Louie, says
many people will benefit from this
textbook including school children.
language groups, families and thou in
adult education programs. Greg Louie
describe, the manuscript release as an
hiss
event Our family is very
cited and this is an emotional event.
We are so proud that our Dad's
important life work became a reality"
The official text printing was made
possible through grant received from
the Japanese government by Nakayama
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"A large pan of this project was
supported by Japanese Ministry of
Education, Science, Sports and culture,
under a Grants-in-Aid for Scientific
Research on Priority Areas for the
project -Urgent Research of Moribund
Languages of the Pacific Rim"
(Moribund... being in a dying condition).
In his introduction, Toshi credits Or
Thom Hess for transcribing some of
Louie's recordings and other people for
their support of the projet
Ile goes on to describe Dr. Louie as an
Ahousaht elder "who was a renowned

song a quickly
diminishing number of people who had
had the m -hand knowledge of the old
ways of the Nuu -ohah -math people, and
canoe caner. was

f

active in preserving the old
ways through a variety of work. Ile.
Louie was awarded an honorary LL.D.
by the University of Victoria for his
significant contribution to preservation
of the traditional knowledge."
The Louie family o awaiting word
from lilt( Press about the possibility of
publishing a text. Lea Louie plans to go
Ahousaht sometime in October to meet
with members of her extended family to
discuss options for publication tithe
manusmipt. They will also begin
planning fora feast to honour her late
parents and other family members.
Dr. Louie began work on the project in
1987, eight years before his passing. It
b now eight years after his passing and
the book is nearing publishing stage.
"This is a healing thing for me," says
Lea Louie, eldest daughter of George,
"Dad's work is finally done and it's
going where he wants it to go (Ahousaht
school)" She says she's getting on in
years and her health is not good. "I
to see it done before my time is
up and I was pretty emotional when I
heard the news that it was done" Louie
says she shed a tear in the restaurant
where she received the news and,
looking Heavenward, said, "Dad, your
hook is done!"
he was very

!7
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In 1966 he moved to
Port Alberni with his

family and worked for
the Municipality of Pon
Alberni until 1972.
In 1973 Louie was
approached by Ken and
Martins Jones of Port
Renfrew to cans a
canoe for the late Chief
Charles Jones The
canoe
completed
cd in
six ems and now sits
in the visitor gallery at
the Wickavinnish
Center, Pacific Rim
National Park. The
Toronto Arts and
Sciences Center
commissioned a canoe
from Louie the
following year and

canoe that now sits in
the Viking Museum in that country.
Louie also took pan in carving the canoe
portion of the pole that was presented to
the Maori's during the Common Wealth
Games held in New Zealand
Dr. Louie attended the University of
Victoria from 1980 to 1987 where he
studied linguistics and anthropology. Ile
received his Honorary Degree of Law at
UV /C and, while there; he staved work
on the book and dictionary, which took
him 8 years.
"Everywhere Dad went, mom and the
kids went too," Lea remembered. "She
would sell her beading and knitting."
Lea recalls her parent's love of music
fondly. She says George loved all kinds
of murk and could play any stringed
instrument, but his favorite was the
banjo. "A highlight of our childhood

Nuuthah -nulth Texts

Awif

information supplied by Lea Louie
George Louie was born February 19,
1912, at Niisnit, Sidney Inlet to Thomas
Louie and Columba Swan. Ile was from
the Manousaht village of °peak, where
he lived for the first few years of his

a.u.:aw.rwtsasw.,ux

life.
Ile attended Ahousaht Residential
School from 1919 to 1927 then married
Viola George in 1939. The couple had
thirteen children together Lea,
Georgina, Ion. George, Donna, Simon,
Alan, Elsie, Elaine, Louie, Tom, Nina
and Muon. There are now 24
grandchildren and more than 30 great
grandchildren.
In the early 1940's, Louie worked for
the Gibson Brothers' logging mill in
Mathilda Creek, Ahousaht. lie helped
build a mill in Tams for the Gibson
Bros., and worked there fora few years
and later at LOOM. He went on to
work as a logger for lobe Schoeppel
near bonanza and Nootka Inlet When
he wasn't logging, George fished for the

was when he would sing and play tunes
for us kids in the evening, lie would
serenade mom too," she reminisced.
Viola George was born August 2, 1922
to Chief Topsail George from Warn Bay.
She worked with her husband on the

book. She worked previously as
bookkeeper for Canadian Fish Company
in Torino and was a telephone operator
at Ahousaht.
She knitted Indian Sweaters and did
beadwork for supplemental income for
the family.
Lea Louie sayss her late mother was
like a backbone for her late father.
always there to support him in his work
and to be wherever he went, keeping the
family together. "Mom deserves a lot of
credit for Dad's success and we want to
acknowledge her too, says Lea.

people. Although it is impossible to list
and thank here all the people who helped
the work directly and indirectly, I would
especially like to thank Dr. Thom Hess
for his most generous help and support
throughout the project. Some of the
teas were in fact recordcd and initially
transcribed by D Hess. A large part of
this project was supported by Japanese
Ministry of Education, Science, Sports
and Culture, under a Grants -ìn -Aid for
Scientific Research on !Monty Ares
(A)for the project 'Urgent Research of

"Moribund Languages" of the Pacific
Rim' headed by Osahito Mihaoka

IJ9th

Introduction
The stories and accounts collected in
this book are told by an Ahousaht elder
Or. George Louie. Dr. Lone, who vase
renowned canoe carver, was among a
quickly diminishing number of people
who had had the first -hand knowledge
of the old mays of the Nuu-chah -nulth
people, and he was very active in
preserving the old ways through a
variety of work. Dr. Louie was awarded
an honorary LL.D. by the University of
Victoria for his significant contribution
to preservation of the traditional
knowledge.
This book is based on the several years
of collaborative work between Dr. Louie
and me, but it is made possible by the
operation and support of numerous

By David Wiwchar
Southern Region Reponer

Only then will we he able to chart a
course develop a plan of action that

The Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council
Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be
an open microphone fans, as it was in

responds to the dreams and aspirations of
our communities," he said.
"The open microphone was present at
the past meetings, however, extra effort
is being made this year to encourage and

the past.

finally, in 1985 the
government of Denmark
commissioned a 60'

k

About the late Dr. George and Viola
Louie

Open -Mike at AGM

worked at their
canneries at Nootka and

{J""
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Nelson Brothers and

(011171101).
The texts are told in the dialect of the
Ahousaht band, which o located around
the central part of the Nuu- ehah -uulth
territory. Note that not all people in the
Ahousaht band speaks in exactly the
mine way. Individuals may pronounce
thesame word slightly differently or
may use different words to refer to the
same concept even within the same
band. This happens partly as a result of
amalgamation of bands and influence of
speech of people who joined the band
from other communities (through
marriage, for example). Dr. Louie was
born in a Manhousaht village Openit in
Sydney Inlet area, but later became a
member of the Ahousaht band as
Manhousat amalgamated with Ahousaht.
Thus, L a quit natural for an Ahousaht
speaker who doesn't share that history to
see features in Ile. Louie's speech that
are different from his or her own speech.

Over the past few years, the open mike
format was limited as Chiefs and
leaders had an ever-increasing volume
of work that earned over from previous
meetings.
This year, there is only small amount
ofcany -over item. so the open -mike
format will be relaunched.
"It is important because it reflects one
of our greatest of Nuuchahnulth
teachings
gs which is to ensure everyone's
voice is heard and more imponantly. is
understood," said Central Region Cochair Shawn Aden "As I have come to
understand from my father Umeek, this
means leaders truly listening with the
mind and heart to the people with the
purpose of developing and
understanding of what is being said.

support interaction with membership,"
said NTC Executive Director Florence
Wylie. "This year's agenda has been
prepared with conscious effort to defer
any 'regular' business to 'regular'
meeting, and focus on the business
normally dealt with at an AGM, and to
encourage member participation in light
of the stated theme, which is Tsawalk
tsup tlìimaksti (to be unified)," she said
Nuu -chap- nultlh -aht are encouraged to
bring their thoughts, views, and opinions
about their tribal council to the NTC
AGM at the Wahmeesh Gym in the

Oil & Gas Symposium

around the province shared their
thoughts and opinions on the oil and gas
industry, and the proposed lifting of
moratoriums preventing industry
developments offshore.

continued from page

3

the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Agreement of 1971, which the federal
and state governments were motivated
to complete so that oil and gas drilling
could begin, unhindered by Aboriginal
land title arguments.
-First Nations' concems have to be
considered and dealt with," said lose

Villa-Aron, Chief Negotiator for the BC
Offshore Oil and Gas Team. "Oil
companies love said they're interested
in

III

.

vidingAbo'gnal title is

settled in a way that allows them to
operate with certainty" he said. When
asked Boil companies could force treaty
settlements as happened in Alaska, lose
replied "were not Alaska".
According to First Nations Summit
Chief Ed John, ownership of resource
rights could bring the federal and
provincial pvemmens io the table to
sly negotiate and settle treaties,
"The lames Bay Agreement was settled
in six months because Quebec wanted
access to rivers for Hydro power. With
Treaty tl in north- eastem BC and in
Alaska it was oil and gas that brought
treaty settlements there. When the
governments want access to something
they're highly motivated to settle with
First Nations," said John. "Certainty and
uncertainty are the key tools that First
Nations have in this debate," he said.
Cliff Atleo Sr came to the microphone,
asking all Nuu- chah -ulth Ha'wìih to
stand, and he introduced each person to
the federal and provincial
representatives present
-his these people who own the
territories and the resources we're
speaking about today, and NOTHING
will happen out here without their
blessing," shouted Adm.
The second day of discussions began
with presentations from Chief Stuart
Phillip from the Union of BC Indian
Chiefs (UBCIC) and Ken Malloway
from BC Aboriginal Fisheries
Con mission (BCAFC).
"It's not just about rights and revenues,
its about responsibilities," said Phillip.
"Our people have walked these lands
since the beginning of time, and its our
responsibility to ensure that we maintain
ownership of our lands and resources
until the end of time," he said.
From mid- morning through the
afternoon, First Nations leaders from

MowachahliMuchalaht community of
'Nara. The meetings are on Monday,
September

20 to Tuesday, September

30th, starting at

9

a.m. each day.

"It's not Just about rights and
revenues, it's about
responsibilities," said Stewart
Phillip. `Our people have walked
these lands since the beginning of
time, and it's our responsibility to
ensure that we maintain
ownership of our lands and
resources until the end of time."

he said.
"We will have a zero tolerance to any
impacts to our people and our
resources: said Teresa Ryan, Fisheries
Director at the Tsimshian Tribal Council.
"We have connection oceverything in the
environment and we will protect it. We
will not allow the provincial and federal
governments to dictate their policy to us.
We will lead policy development in
collaboration with all other First Nations
on the coal. and work together to make
a difference in this kalif, and have the
she mid
final deci
Numerous First Nations representatives
from around the province spoke on the
need to impress upon the governments of
BC and Canada that First Nations are in
control of the future of offshore oil and
gas exploration, and that much work
nd
remains to he done to fully understand
the pros and cons of the industry so all
Nations can make informed decisions
regarding their individual positions on
the issue.

"It's easy to see the devastation in our
territories when we look at our
mountains and our streams. But we can't
see our ocean floor that has been drilled
and craped. Why do Ive need this oil
and gas? Is there a need for this? Is there
a shortage ?" said Hopacasath Chief
Councillor Judy Sayers. "I really
appreciate everyone who shared their
thoughts and knowledge on this issue
over the past two days. The strong
feelings everyone has about protecting
the lands and waters that feed us and
sustain us have opened my mind," she
said. "The more we work together as we
have done here over the past two days,
the stronger we'll be."
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Iisaak attends World
Forestry Conference
Ucluelet- Iisaak

Forest Resources
will participate in the XII World Forestry
Congress. as the world forestry
community gathers in Quebec City
September 21st to 28th.
Organized under the sponsorship of the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAD), the event is held
every six years and is the largest and
most important international meeting of
the world's forestry sector, attracting
5000 participan4 from 160 countries.
Members of government, scientific
communities, non -government
organizations INGO.), and industry,
interested in sustainable forestry
.

development, meet to explore innovation
in the forest sector and set the direction
for development of policies, practice,
research, and international cooperation.
Iisaak has also been iffiited to participate
in the Indigenous Peoples' Forest Forum:
Activities and Events at the World
Forestry Congress, September 19 to 21.
Natural Resources Canada and the
National Aboriginal Forestry Association
(NAFA) have united Iisaak to share its
experiences in the application of
aboriginal values to forest management.
Presentations and discussions at this
forum will be focused al developing an
Indigenous vision of Sustainable Forest
Management and on establishing pre-

requisite., forestry policy, institutional
arrangements, and the accommodation
of Indigenous Rights.

Natural Resources Canada and
the National Aboriginal Forestry
Association (NAFA) have invited
Iisaak Ito share its experiences ill
the application of aboriginal
values to forest management.
Iisaak General Manager, Gary Johnsen
said "it's an opportunity to showcase the
progress made by the Central Region
First Nations in obtaining some control
over the management of the forest

within their traditional territory'
At the heart of the Congress an
Exhibition will showcase specific
initiatives, technologies and imp Aims
related no management. csnsmaliom
and development of forest resumes.

will have several displays
including a booth iodic exhibition and a
display in the Aboriginal People's
Pavilion.
"nsaak's participation in the exhibition
will be excellent exposure, and an
opportunity to develop contacts and
potential climb for our young,
developing company," said Iisaak
Director Matthew Lucas.
Iisaak

Eagle Rock receives permits to proceed
submitted
Eagle Rock Materials Ltd. has received
an Environmental Assessment Certificate
for its proposed Eagle Rock Quarry near
Port Alberni.
A partnership between Polaris Minerals
Corporation, the Hopacasath First Nation
and the Ucluelet First Nation, Eagle Rock
will now seek all remaining approvals,
including a Mine Permit, and will
continue to develop plans to transport up
to six million son Y . of construction
per
year
to
supply
aggregate

construction aggregate markets, in
coastal
and
Southern
Northern
California.
Marco Romero President & CEO of
Polaris and Eagle Rock said: "The
issuance of this key permit is a
momentous
on for Eagle Rock, our
First Amon partners, and the people of
Port Alberni. We have been blessed with
support
of
our
overwhelming
development proposals and we are very
grateful for this ". Ile added: "The Eagle
Rock partnership is a unique, precedentmeaningful
setting
model
of
collaboration between BC's private
sector and First Nations. Together, we set
extremely high environmental standards

Central Region AGM
continued from page

5

The Chiefs agreed that plans would
show culturally important information
for each First Nations in areas of overlap
in order that the work may progress
There are six more plans to be
completed in Clayoquot Sound
hopefully, by March 2004. Once
planning is complete it is hoped that the
provincial government will release
funding to carry out further work in
Clayoquot Sound
Anne Attu, Co-chair of the Central
Region Board (CRB) says the issue of
Interior's ten-year FDP approval by

and after an exhaustive provincial,
federal and local regulatory review, our
values were clearly reeoguiud by the
granting of this critical authorization ".

Judith Sayers, elected Chief of the
ospac a sash First Nation added her
comments b1 stating "This is
incredible milestone for Eagle Rock
Materials. Our have now crossed one of
the biggest hurdles in our path and we
look forward to completing other
regulatory requirements both here and in
California so that we can begin
construction and bring the much needed
economic diversification to the Alberni
Valley."
Ed Meek, eked Chief of Ihr Ucluelet
First Nation aid: "We are one giant step
development
closer to an
that will give our community
art inty n the areas of long teen
employment and financial benefits. We
aree
cited about the growth of this very
organ, venture'.
Polaris Minerals Corporation,
privately -owned Canadian company
headquartered in Vancouver, is engaged
in the development of construction
aggregate resources in British Columbia
and owns 70% of Eagle Rock Materials.

Cindy Stern, Ministry of Forests
remains the focus of the Board's
attention. Stem met with CRB to
deliver her rationale for her approval of
Inerfor's Forest Development Plan.
The CRB recognizes that the plan meets
irements of existing
the statutory requirements
forest legislation, however, the Board
finds that requirement for adequate
consultation with First Nations has not
been ma.

Tla- o- gn-aht responded by wing*
letter of eviction to Interior with
Ahousaht demanding the company cease
operations in their traditional territories.
Central Region leaders have been
invited to meet with government
representatives over the next few days.
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Luna the Killer Whale causes debate

Amateur nature photographers
clog the dock in Gold River
hoping for a shot of Luna

department as such behaviors decrease
the chances of Luna to survive in his
oral habitat A large sign on the Gold
River wharf warns the public not to
touch or feed whales. Transport Canada
is assisting by restricting access to the
government dock to people with a
specific purpose only. DFO also
supports monitoring and education
activities through the Veins of Life
stewardship group's cRons at promoting
responsible behavior around the whale.
Although there had been several
advisories in the local media, and
'
large sign on the Gold River wharf,
waning the public not to feed or touch
killer whales, Sandra Lynne Bohn was
observed on February 7th, 2003, petting
LOS at the wharf. On Tuesday May
20th, 2003, Ms. Bohn pleaded guilty to
the charge of disturbing a killer whale
(Ore /anus teen), contrary to Section Tof
the Marine Mammal Regulations under
the Fisheries Ant. The court imposed a
5100 One but went on to note that the
community was now on notice, and "the
next
will be quite different."
A British Columbia judge has also
convicted and fined an individual
charged by the RCMP, on behalf of

By Brian Tate

Northern Region Reporter
Nootka Sound - le the past three years
a lone killer whale has made its home in
the MowachahtlMuchalaht territories of
Nootka Sound, and there is no known
specific reason why this has occurred.
The lane killer whale was dubbed Luna
and is also known as L98 to Fisheries
and Oceans.
Lute arrived in only of 2001, shortly
after the passing of Penner Tree
Na welsh Ambrose Maquinna. and
subsequently received the late Chief's
name "Suux -fit", from the
MowachahtMuchelaht people.
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`Sound Watch Program" members Jody Kennedy and Karl Koski
moved however. According to Mike
Manama, DFO has said they will
respect Mowachaht/Muchalaht's wishes
to leave Luna alone and let nature take
its
arse. In either case there are still
concerns about Lucas health and safety
if he remains a resident in Nootka
Sound.
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Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), for
petting L98 (Luna) at the Gold River
dock. Travis Foreman. a Vancouver
commercial fisher, pleaded guilty to
disturbing a marine mammal in mid June and received a fine of $250. Under
the Fisheries Ant it is illegal to disturb a
mantic mammal. Violators can be fined
op to SI00,000.
Lately Ina dispute over Luna is whether
or not to move the whale back with his
family in Puget Sound, or to leave it
where it is in Nootka Sound.
Indications are that Luna will not be

"It should be left to nature to decide
what happens to the young whale.- said
MowachahtlMoohalahl Peer Há wilth
Mike Maquin
-Whether Suits -iii stays
or goes, lives or dies noun: will decide,
not
n," he said. Many of the
Mowachahr/Muehalaht people mho the
sentiments of their Chief.
.
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and assess the risks associated
with intervening or leaving him alone.
The pond is comprised of Canadian and
US, government and non government
experts with specialization
the fields
of killer whale biology, hehe-io,
genetics, veterinary medicine,
rehabilitation and protection.
K 'K k'
dyh
been manuring Luna for several
months now and are part of the Sound
Watch Program set up to monitor the
behavior patterns and health conditions
of Luna.
They will repay their findings to 'The
Marne Mammal Monitoring Program"
which is a pan of "The Veins for Life
Watershed Society" out of Victoria.
This program was setup as a nong
tal partnership with "The
Whale Museum" in the San Jun Islands
ill Washington State.
Together they will help the scientific
pawl to decide what is best for Luna,
whether that is to move it back with his
pod or to just leave it alone.
Killer whales can be .seen from land
anywhere along the coast.
Today, wild killer whales are the star
attraction of B C.'s graving, multimillion dollar what watching industry.
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According to Mike Magniee
DFO has said they will respect
Mowachaht/Muchalaht's wishes
to leave Luna alone and let
nature take its course. In either
u then e still concerns about
Lunas health and safety if he
remains a resident in Nootka

Sound
Killer whales are generally social
'mats that live and travel in groups
called pod. So for Luna, a juvenile orca
separated from his pod for more than
years, social stimulation comes from
other sources, like local boats, docks and
even
This
ú tool has caused controversy, a
noaplav and howl owns, re growing a
frustrated by smashed equipment caused
by Luna.
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Mary Johnson, Chief Councillor of Mowachaht, speaks at
the West Coast District Land Claims Assembly
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Lana swims alongside the Uchuck III, as it has done for the past few months, making whale watching
opportunities predictable and easy for tourists and residents around Nootka Sound.

Land Hoe Plans
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To apply for benefits when they
believe themselves to be in need.
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Recently, Luna received a pair of
lacerations after rubbing against boat
transducers. The cuts are being
monitored by whale biologists, and are
reported to be `healing nicely'.
DFO convened scientific panel of
experts to review the situation of the
lone killer whale (L98) in Nootka

members as required.
To provide all necessary information
to the Social Development Worker
and to sign the application form.
To pursue any other income they
may be entitled to, for example, B.I.
Family Maintenance, Workers
Compensation etc.
To first use any assets or income
before seeking any assistance from
the Social Development Program.
To take personal responsibility for
becoming self -supporting
To be involved in the process of
establishing eligibility for benefits
To provide documentation to support
the application. All documentation
is subject to verification. Clients
providing false information will be
subject to criminal charges.

Client Rights:
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Client Responsibilities:
to conduct themselves in a prompt
courteous & respectful manner.
To activcley seek work & attend
training & sessions as directed.
If employable to actively seek work.
Clients must be available for work
they are capable of doing.
To have or promptly apply for a
Social Insurance Number and to
provide the appropriate identification
for themselves and other family

D
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Chatwin Engineering Ltd.

Mwa

Clients who intend to apply for social
assistance or become a client of the
program have the following Rights &
Responsibilities:

1=1

During Luna. stay here in Nootka
mind, his fame has been growing,
reating a difficult situation for him,
and the public wishing to view him.
Many people wishing to take pictures
f him, have been crowding the Gold
River docks waiting to catch a glimpse
f Luna as the Uchuck III comes in at
the end of the day. Luna has been
ollowing the Uchuck Ill for some time
and has made this part of his pattern.
Lunas' pattern has allowed for people
to gather at predictable times of the day
when he is ithin
range of the
docks. Some have even
gone so far as
twing
t touch, or attempt to touch him when
they think no one is looking.
DM has repeatedly warned boaters,
kayakers, whale watchers and the public
to stay away from sit whale The
sing number of social interactions
between Luna and humans concerns the
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Rights & Responsibilities

July 13, 1978
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Luna arrived in July of 2001,
shortly after the passing of
former Tyee Ibex 0111 Ambrose
Maquinna, and subsequently
`received the late Chief's name
Sono -iii", from the
Mowachaht/Muchalaht people.
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25 Years Ago

Call for submissions from Non -shah -nulth Community Members
The Nuu- ehah -nulth Child and Human Services Board is requesting community
members to submit their poetry, essays, and positive letters, examples and stories
for a special Community Health & Wellness Special Insert to go into December's
Ha- ShilthSs. Submissions should be between 200 -500 words, with the exception
of poetry, which can be any length. To be mailed directly or dropped off to:

Attention: Health & Wellness Special
NTC, PO Box 7383, Port Alberni BC, VOY 7M2
We would like to hear your inspiring stories, reflections and creativity about:

To have information & assistance
available to complete the application
Mmes.
To know what personal information
has been collected & to have the
opportunity to correct it if it is
wrong
To ha c elig blty determined on the
basis of verified information.
To be informed of responsibilities to

Told by Toni Ws:ya:cli apis,
William, Dick La:maho:s,
Captain Bill and Tyee Bob

How you changed your life for the better - lifestyle, dìct, exercise, etc.
s How you found strength to overcome a crisis or difficult time ie your life.
How you succeeded in reaching a goal of personal excellence in physical,
mental, emotional, spiritual achievement.
Thank you and we look forward to seeing the diversity of positive creative spirit,
and the many success stories from within our community!

Prepared by Edward Sapir,
Morris Swadesh, Alexander
Thomas, John Thomas, and
Frank Williams

r-

Edited by Eugene Arline, Terry
Klokeid and Katherine Robinson

o

SCOTT HALL
LAWYER
WORKS FOR PEOPLE WHO WERE STUDENTS
AT RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL,
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO TALK
TO SCOTT, PHONE FREE
1- 800 -435 -6625
ANY TIME
Clip.

Save

These "Tales of Extraordinary
Experience" detail encounters with
«iris- beings and other supernatural
s, ass related by the Nuuninth of Vancouver Island's west
coml.
The tales were recorded primarily in
the area of Pon Alberni between 1910
and 1923 by the famous linguist
Edward Sapirand by his chief

interpreter, Alexander Thomas.
They comprise Part 10 of a much
greater twelve -part collection of Native
accounE known as the " Sapir- Thomas
Nootka Texts."

apply for or receive assistance.
To be informed about processes and
decisions affecting them.
To have their personal information
treated as private and confidential.
To appeal if they believe assistance
has been denied, reduced or
discontinued in crier.
To receive courteous, respectful,
efficient, & fair treatment.
To have service quality complaints
addressed appropriately.

Helpful Hints
Make an appointment.
Ask what you will need to bring.
Ask for copies of your paperwork.
Use the Client Application Checklist
available from your worker.
DID YOU KNOW?
Persons who quit work, except
without just cause;
Persons who are terminated from
their job because they did not
comply with reasonable job
requirements (for example, by not
showing up for work); or
Persons who do not apply for
Employment Insurance (Ell
benefits, or who are disqualified
from E.I. benefits because they
failed to comply with the program
ARE NOT eligible for Social
Assistance benefits for a 30 day
period from the last day of work.

lust cause - To quit work for e
justifiable reason; including the
following:
having a doctor verified medical
condition that prevents maintaining
employment
reported workplace harassment or
discrimination
dangerous, abusive or unsafe
working conditions
leaving an abusive or violent
domestic situation
Coming Next Issue: How to Apply for
Benefits Overview

r
sals.11a

12.7.r...
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On sale for $40.00
For more information,
please contact:

Tseshaht Treaty Office
Mission Road
Part Alberni, B.C., V9Y 7M1
Ph: 724 -4229, Fax: 724 .4245
loll Free: 1- 866-724 4229
Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
MOO
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Nuu- chah -nulth
Healing Project
Nuu- chah -nulth Healing Project

Nuu -chah -nulth Healing Project
OPEN HOUSE
You are invited
Friday, October 3, 2003

Contact List
Main Office (Southern Roelnel
5120 Argyle Street, PO Box 1383
Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y7M2

Nanaimo Urban Ocoee:
204 -96 Cavan St
Nanaimo, B.C. V9R2V1

Ph: (250) 724 -3233
Fax: (250) 723 -6010

Ph: (250) 753 -8567
Fax: (250) 753 -8933

Tofino Ocoee (Central Region)
151 First Street, PO Box 279
Torino B.C. VOR 2Z0
Ph: (250) 725 -3367
Toll -free: 1- 866-901 -3367
Fax: (250) 725 -2158
Cold River Office (Northern Region)
100 (Amain Road, PO Box 428
Gold River, B.C. VOP 1GO
Ph: (250) 283 -2012
Fax: (250) 283 -2122

Victoria Urban Office:
853 Fisgard St.
Victoria, B.C. VOW ISI
Ph: (250) 413 -7303

Fax: (250) 388 -5120

Vancouver Urban Office:
455 East Hastings Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6A 1115
Ph: (604) 254 -9972
Fax: (604) 254 -7919

NUU CHAH NULTH HEALING PROJECT

Call out for Victoria and Duncan Residents
If you wish

to be contacted about NCN Healing Projects events please
come by our office or call in and leave your number so I can keep you

posted about event. This is going to be the best exciting year call now and
leave me your phone number. Victoria NCN Healing Project Office Call
Between 9:00 -4:00

REGISTER AT NCNHP URBAN OFFICE VICTORIA
853 Fisgard St
FOR MORE INFO AND TO REGISTER
Michael 1. McCarthy, 250 -413 -7303
TEACH MIS UKQIN
ALL THAT NASS HAS PROVIDED US TO LEAD A FULFILLING LIFE

Nuu- chah -nulth Healing Project SUPPORT GROUP
Residential School Healing Project Office
Every second Monday - 6:00 -9:00 pm
Vancouver Friendship Centre, Elder's Room
We meet Monday twice a month at the Vancouver Friendship Centre.
Open to all Nun- chah -nulth First Nations interested in finding support,
and creating a stronger community. Different topics every meeting.

FOR MORE INFO CALL Jody Olsson @ 604 -254 -9972
or 604- 312 -6539

*106- 23 West render St, Buzz 1060
Everyone Welcome. Light Refreshments Will be provided.
Please come join the Nuu -chah-nulth Healing Project
and celebrate with us the opening of our new location in Vancouver.
FOR MORE INFO CALL Jody Olsson @ 604 -254 -9972 - 604 -312 -6539
Vita Robinson @ 250-731 -6271
Note: To get to the front door please walk through the parking lot across from
Native Housing
Parking: There is metered parking on West Pander Street

Life -Living- Seeing -Feeling- Understanding- Fear -Hope!
Submitted by Corby George
I don't quite fully understand how life
cycles are but I partially get the feel of it
every now & then. Life is precious, to
me, life is a gift from the Creator. There
am many people who take life very
lightly, it is with very lime insight I must
ay this because I lust now started to take
life more seriously. There comes a time
for all of us to reflect upon ourselves what
the meaning
s
for
our won
understanding. I t know that we were
gifted with different talents, that must
mean that we are here for different
masons or purposes.
I know that it often doesn't seem to make
sense but if we take a few moments to
reason and reflect perhaps we will find
that there are very good explanations for
everything. A community is blessed with
providers, also many times we are blessed
with gad singer, good dancers, good
fishermen, good hunters, god cooks,
good artists, good builders, gad
wreckers, good boat builders, good canoe
makers, good fighters, good athletes. It is
with this that I must say we are here to do
different things but to serve our
communities and our Creator We mum
never forget, we were given different
mind, different talents but basically to
serve our people but most of all to serve
our Creator
Most
forgo and
us
make others like how wean, that not at
all possible, I can never be like how
everyone else wants ice to be, but can
only be as good as I am able. Something
about our human constitution makes us
hard to see within ourselves that is why it
.

1

EVENT

Dip

LOCATION
Vancouver Support Group
2° J & last Monday
Vancouver AFC
Meeting
6sin -9 pm
1607 E. Hastings St.
Women's Support Group
2
& Last Thurs/ea.month
VAFC
Meeting
6
h
pm
1607 E. Hastings St
Support Group Mtg
2
& Ian Tues. of each month
Peter's
St
Anglican Church, 228 S. Dogwood St, Campbell River
Cultural Night
Last Thun of ea. month Nanaimo, 204 - 96 Cavan St.
Storytelling, Language, 7 pm
Smirk Dancing, Crafts, etc.
Support Group Meeting
Every 2 & Last Monday, 6 -8 pm
Victoria, 853 Fisgard St.
Support Group Mtg
last Thursday of each month, 6-8 pm
Duncan Native Friendship Center, 205 - 5462 Trans Canada Highway
For more information contact Nuu -chah -nulth Healing Project Staff: Vina
Robinson @250 -731 -6277, Michael McCarthy @ 250 -413 -7303 or 604 -3126539, Shawn Sinclair @ 250- 616 -3674.

-9

Chaa -Maak -Sap Family Trauma Program
2003 Session Dates
Kakawis Trauma Program
Sept. 15 to Sept. 26, 2003
Sept. 29 to Oct 10, 2003
Oct. 13 to Oct 24, 2003
.

-

-

Women's Program
Hawn - Hereditary Chiefs
Youth Program

good

reflect to each other
who/how /what we are and what we see of
each other. Many times we don't like
what we hear/see ore feel but in order to
understand each other that critique must
be done honestly to get some insight and
to understand our fears, hopes and
desires.
gn
Our needs are not always what we want,
that is understandable. If we start to only
operate on our needs then life would be
just existing and we all have done that in
the past. We should all be wanting more
than what we need, our days of not being
materialistic perhaps should be long gone
w. We lave in a world that is not made
of our own ideals, cultures nor traditions
will not be strong enough to change much
or my of this, I stand to be challenged on
this but this my own belief. It would be
very hard to change my mind now, I have
been conditioned to today's reality. I will
not pretend any of this away, we are living
in an ages where change happens without
our awareness and yes
times without
our permission.
is inevitable, it happens no fast
sometimes. especially in our .Item. we
lose some of our songs and dance it may
not get replaced, but new songs a dames
are being made. Change is being made to
us nous t for us in the departments of Indian
& Northern Affairs, the Indian Act is
being changed to make us pay for our
own medicines. Chang is happening and
we arc not always made to be aware nor
do they try to explain
y of whatn is
happeomg. Codes and rules are closely
watched in Indian Band Offices, codes
change, when we just start to begin to
understand they change the cods or the
to

Our first ',Irons peoples who
collect Social Welfare are now being
made miming in their grocery recaps. I
have seen so many rules in our Indian
Band Mom. we blame our Social
Workers, it is not mall their fault, it is Ile
fault of those people who have what is
called fiduciary obligation to look after
the interesta of all first nations peoples.
Our first nations peoples have been
living in
now for
years, tic time for our faders and our
chiefs to say enough. We want our first
nations peoples to live to enjoy owning.
boat, oar, homes that are not all built on
stilts It seems we were conditioned to
believe and take what was given to us
boot the Indian Agents. These Indian
Agents are back, only in a different form.
it seems that
it in believe
somehow is supposed to make us believe
that is the way it ie supposed to stay
to be as long as we are nude to believe
this crap that comes down hard on us
from raw..
Our rigors have been tampered with
one. we
what
called
inhere rights whicha have been proven
in many courtrooms across Canada. We
have w
many major aces n fishing
and Miming it ìa thecDcpengint f
Fisheries w
Fishers
who kap on challenging our
rights, it does not
of
after o them how
many cases theyñalino>al it seems that
they have all the time and money to
spend on challenging the rights of our
post nations peoples. Even though many
precedents have been set and made the
fisheries don't want to ever concede that
our rights were established over &over
& over. I know that the fisheries get it, it
just seems like they don't or don't want
to ever bee seen to believe we hold those
inherent rights and we are not going to
have them extinguished for the treaty or
Canadian public.
wonder what it is
going to mks for our people to stay
together, and ay we are the
nations,
we own it, it has aver been signed away,
we
not stgng any of it away. All I
want s
u fos
for
ar
beater life for all of cur Lout
nations peoples
A better life would
enhance the lives of our children. our
elan. our young pare
our tens and
all
yes for
us. We would live longer
happier lives, that is my goal is to make
life better for all of our first nations
peoples. It is okay to think and to know
that weep sell our fish if we want to, we
have been dictated to long enough.
Those are the rights that keep on getting
tampered with by fisheries. It is time for
all of us to stop letting any government
officials to keep on cane what our
arc. we know what our rights are,
rules.

s

I

of

have

stopped
exercising them. ()Its mentality was such
now that our own guys are telling each
other we are poaching, l-II have
everybody know there is no such a wind
some

us

never

Koran language, nor is
there any verbatim translation for crown
in our
Those are made
op won'
sap us
u from practicing and
exercising our inherent ng
rights. Mind
you, there are sole of us who don't
practice conservation, this needs to be
addressed by our own local people. Ruff
said.
in our

r

st

Corbett George

.

Q¡-ce

NUU- CHAH -NULTH

Drop in between 11:00 am -3:00 pm
er our new location

is

NCN Healing Project
Upcoming Events

ç4'!Tit

URSING PROGRAM
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Falling - what are the consequences?
Submitted by Lynne

Wool

The BC Injury Research and Prevention
Unit website www.ixioryresearch.bcca
notes that the first leading `external'
cause of hospitalization for both males
and females aged 35 and older is falls.
The affect of falling can have physical,
social and psychological consequences.
Physical consequences of falls are
discomfort and pain; serious injury;
inability to look after oneself, and long
term disability
Social consequences: loss in
independence, loss of social contacts;
mss of home; move to residential care;
financial costs of help /care; decreased
quality of life; changes in daily routine
Psychological consequences, loss of
confidence; loss of independence; fear;
distress; guilt; blame; anxiety; and
embarrassment.
Falls usually happen due to a
combination of multiple factors
involving medical, environmental and
social factors related to mobility
problems. Prevention of falls begins
with you being aware of the risks and
managing changes to your environment
and lifestyle. Below is a list of risk
factors and some advice on how to
reduce them.
An unexplained trip or fall in the

last year
Already having fallen increases the risk
of another fall. You neat, know what
caused your fall, be aware of the other
risk factors and try to take action to
reduce them. Ask your doctor or other
health care professional for a full
assessment of your problems. Try no
your activity because of a fall
oro fear of falling again - this can
increase your chances of another fall
because you will become less strong
and less steady.
Affected by stroke, Parkinson's
disease, dementia, coronary heart
disease, osteoporosis or arthritis
The normal balance mechanisms of the
body can be affected by age. disease
process or sometimes by the
medications used to treat various
conditions. It is important the you
keep as mobile and active as possible to
maintain your strength, balance, and
flexibility. This can reduce your risk of
falling. If you need help increasing the
limbs
strength and flexibility
and improving your balance and coordination, a physiotherapist or exercise
provider may be able to help you.

ct

arm

Experience of light headdness,
dicey spells or low blood pressure
Light headdress or dizziness can be
caused by problems with blood pressure
or diseases affecting certain putts of the
brain a ear. A build up of wax in the
ears or other car conditions such as
tinnitus (ringing in the cantor
labyrivlhttis (inner car infection) can
affect your balance.
A particular problem can be a drop in
blood pressure when getting up from a
bed or a chair, this is known us postural
hypotension. This can be helped by
sitting up fora few minutes after lying
down before you stand up and also by

winging legs and tapping toes to go
your blood pumping before standing up.
Many people find that as they get older
they lose then sense of thirst. his
important to drink plenty of fluids during
the day to maintain blood volume and
help your blood pressure; it can also help
prevent constipation
Taking regular medication or more
than four medicines a day - Many
medications maim treat diseases can
cause problems with balance and
dizziness. Check with your doctor or
pharmacist if you feel that any of your
medications are making you unsteady or
dizzy. Taking four or more medications
regularly can increase your risk of
falling, you may need more than four to
Lap you in good health but it is
important to have medications checked
regularly by a doctor or pharmacist
Poor Sight - Poor sight can cause trips
and falls make sure you have regular eye
checks. You also need to be careful if
cataracts and glaucoma affect your sight.
Take care with bifocals or ran -foul
glasses as these can distort your vision
when looking up or down. Remember to
put your glasses on and switch on a light
if you have to get up during the night.
Bladder I Bowel problems - If you
have problems with your bladder or
bowels and
to make frequent visits
to the toilet you may be at increased risk
of falling, especially when getting up in
the night. Switch a light on when you
get up, or consider leaving a light on
overnight You might fled it useful to
have grab bats close to the toilet
Problems with sleeping - Insomnia
can result in drowsiness and dull
reactions because of tiredness. This can
make moving around more hazardous.
Extra care with objects around the house
and uneven steps or flooring needs to be
taken. Physical activity and exercise can
help you sleep better and can also help
you keep your joints and muscles strong
and supple which can reduce your risk of
falling. Ask a physiotherapist or
exercise provider for some advice. Ask
your doctor or pharmacist to see if any
of your medications might be disturbing
your sleep.
Low mood or depressed - Low mood
affect your sleeping
or depression
and may result in you being tired. Some
types of anti-depressant can affect your
energy levels and balance, particularly r
during the night and in the morning.
Take extra care when moving around.
Physical activity and exercise can help
relieve your low mood, and can also
help you keep your joints and muscles
strong and supple, which can reduce
your risk of falling. Ask your doctor or
pharmacist to check your medication if
you think it is affecting your balance or
energy levels
Poor diet - A poor diet, 'without
sufficient vitamins and minerals can
affect energy levels, muscle strength and
bone health. A healthy and varied diet
an do much to prevent problems.
Alcohol Intake - Alcohol can dull
your senses, affect the quality of your
sleep, alter your balance and impair you
judgement, all of which might increase

N

your risk of falling. Use alcohol in
moderation and avoid mixing alcohol
with medico
* Difficulty with walking or getting up
from a sow chair /toilet - This may mean
that your muscles are weak and your
joints stiff. Regular exercise can help to
strengthen muscles, improve flexibility,
balance and coordination. An
occupational therapist can advise on aids
and adaptations to your chair and
bathroom to make.standing up safer and

Poor balance - need to urea stick or
to hold onto things to keep your balance
Weak muscles or /mints can cause poor
balance. Regular physical activity and
exercise art improve health and sell
being and help with balance problems. If
you use a stick to help you walk and for
balance then check that the robber end is
not wom smooth.
physiotherapist
or cupatìnal therapist for advice on
the use of appropriate walking aids.
Poor balance can also be a side effect of
any medications and other medical
conditions.
Problems carrying things - If you
have difficulty carrying things you can
be knocked off balance by your load or
you may drop it and trip over it. Try not
to carry too much at once. Regular
exercise
increase your strength and

improve your ability to carry things.
Live alone or spouse /partner unable
to provide support - People who live
alone are more likely to fall because they
do not have anyone to help them with the
tasks that may be unsafe or risky. Try to
take care and ask for help. Ask a friend
or neighbour to check on you regularly.
Consider the use of a pendant alarm
system.

Unsuitable footwear and clothing

-

Unsuitable footwear can be risky and
may cause you to trip or knock you off
balance. Check your footwear, avoid
loose fining or open backed slippers,
sandals and high heels. Choose thin
soled or flat shoes with a built up heel.
Avoid walking in socks or panty hose on
slippery floors.
Long trailing cloth. and nightwear (e.g.
housecoats) can increase the risk of
falling, particularly on stairs and when
getting up from a bed or chair. Make
sure that your clothes do not trail as you
walk around or are not seal long that you
etch your feet in them as you climb the

Cold house or poorly lit - Poor
lighting in areas such as stairways and
kitchens can increase the risk of falling.
Try to use 100 watt light bulbs here.
Changing burnt out bulbs can be very
risky. Try to get someone else to change
them. The use of low energy bulbs can
also help because they do not need to be
changed so often. Changing your wall
colour to light paint or paper can help
reflect more light Try to keep the house
warm to reduce risk of Fulling. If you get
cold you can get stiff and less mobile and
feel more tired. Get up and move around
regularly if you can Beware if you are
using extra heaters them there are 1xx
*

railing cords

Home /stain Guttered

-

Clutter

is a

risk because you can trip morn,
especially at nights if you have poor
eyesight. Try to avoid leaving items on
the stairs, foul a safer place to leave
things that need taking up stairs. Think
about rearranging the furniture in your
main living area to help you move
around more freely. Take care if you
have pets you may not see them n the
shadows or when they are moving

Loose mats or trailing electrical
ards-- loose mas and trailing cords
pose risk for people catching their feet
and tripping over, particularly if you are
less steady on your feet or take shuffling
steps. Tape down or use non -slip mats
under rugs particularly in the bathroom
and bedroom or consider moving them
completely. Try to avoid trailing
electrical cash in walking areas.
* Worn or torn floor /stair covering or
slippery surface - Worn or torn
flmrastair covering or slippery surfaces
pose a risk for people catching their fret
and tripping over, particularly if you are
less steady on your feet or take shuffling
steps. Remove or repair frayed carpet
edges or use wide strong tape to fix
them down. May up spills immediately
and spread salt or sand on not or icy
surfaces. Make sure your stair carpet is
*

`Srely

fixed.

teep steps or no stale rail
Fin and use handrails on the sutra to
help your balance and mobility.
Consider fitting a second handrail to the
stairs, so you can hold either side when
going up or down. Wyatt are changing
your stair carpet try to choose one of a
lighter colour and plain rather than
patterned.
Keep using the stairs the exercise will
help you maintain your strength, balance
and
uton
Assess and try to decrease your risk for
falls. Have a safe andhealthy life.

-

s

PRE -NATAL DROP IN

With Liz Thomsen
Every Monday, 1:30pm - 3:30pm
Knee waas House, 3435 4th Avenue,
Pon Alberni Friendship Centre
For more info, please contact
Delavina @ 723 -8281

IMMUNIZATION With
Liz Thomsen
Every Thursday, 12:OOpm - 2,00pm
Knee waas House, 3435 4th Avenue,
Port Alberni Friendship Centre
For mare info, please contact:.
Delavina @ 723 -8281

HEALTH EDUCATION
DROP -IN With Liz
Thomsen
Every Thursday, 2,30pm - 3:30pm
Knee waas House, 3435 4th Avenue.
Pon Alberni Friendship Centre
For more info, please contact:
Delavina (u) 723 -8281
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Birthdays, Anniversaries, and
Congratulations

Ei

Happy Birthday to our daughter Jon
and son Dave Jr. Love always from
Mom, Dad & bro Nate.

Margaret Eaton, Aunties Crystal Watts
(Dick), Georgina Sutherland and Helen
mks
Watts. Cousin Makenna Dick, Grandpa
Chester John Sr. And finally Mom Grace Marshall for being in the delivery room with
us. It's been a busy 3 months, so our announcement is a little late! But better late than
never right? Kleco Kleco it meant no much that you were all there especially after our
link scare with her, she had a little trouble breathing at first due to the epidural that
they had given me.. But everything turned out to be ok, had you not all been there would
have been really hard for us to go through alone. Once again thank you. From
Sylvester Charlc.n (Buster) and Angeline Watts (Angel).

"Go confidently in the direction of
your dream,,, Lire the life that you've

imagined.."

A Very

Happy
erti`

4? th

_

Birthday

1414

Betty!

11cae

\`

Happy Birthday to my handsome
brother Henry lack Sr. on Sept 26. You
age beautifully Buggy! Wish I could
see you more often! I love you very
much! Lose your SiS. Anita lack.
Happy Birthday to Gloria Ross on
Oct. lull' and Jimmy Ross on Our 17.
From Annie & Dave.
Happy 50 Birthday to Chad,
Ambrose and '35th' Birthday to Donna
Samuel on October 6! Enjoy your
special day you too! Love Robyn &
Shyanne
Happy Anniversary to Uncle Lance
& Auntie Ruby on October 10. Love
Danielle, Ian, Dane, Nia, Zachary,
Shyanne, 'Iris & Etienne.
Happy Birthday to Uncle Howie
Samuel on October II! Love all the
Samuel Kids!
Happy birthday to you! Happy
birthday to you! Happy birthday dear
Gramme! Happy Birthday to you! We'd
like to wish our young gramme a happy
birthday, Donna Samuel! I lave a good
day Gamma We LOVE you very
much! and good luck in School in
Nanimu! Love Danielle, Ian, Dane,
Daniel, Nia. Kathleen. Zachary.
Shyanne. Ouch. Brio. Carina. Etienne
(& Molly. Baby Angel. Mary lane &

Timer too!)
wish to say happy birthday my bro
Milton Sam on sept.22. From Ira
Sam and family.
Sept. 5 Happy Birthday Guy & Barb.
Sept. 8 Happy Birthday Geramy. Sept..
Happy Birthday -Jack-. Sept 13
Happy Birthday Doug . Sept 18 Happy
Birthday Joey. With all our Lou
Marvin, Pearl, & Tube Family.
Happy birthday to my mother Della
1

his one is for my

sister Samantha
Mattersdorfer, You
me threw my
head! My Mg
sister it was a hot
summer day and I
I

ran and ran and it

soli.

and I

would sometimes win together. But I
was thinking of you today... Always
know big sister you always run through
my head. always know that I came in
first... Always know that lam number
one sister for you. Thanks for the
letters you send me okay. I pray for
you always. I pray that you are good
and having a good day.. Love from
your sister Jessica Fanny Mattersdorfer
age
year. old.
I

I

.

Am

-i

x. Sept. 26

.,.

aka "Florence ")

was fun.. Destiny my

k

We would like to announce the birth of our
daughter Evelyn Grace Loren Charlene.
She was born on June 8, 2003 at 2:42 am.
She weighed 8 pounds and was 21 inches
long We would like to thank the following
people who were at the hospital with us
when she was bom. Great Grandparents
Tony and Evelyn Marshall, Grandparents
Faith and Richard Watts, Grandmother
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Sept. 27 -Paul
Gus, Happy
Birthday to my

Gus. Happy
Birthday to my
eldest child, you
turned out to be a
goad person and
hard worker,
loving and dear to
your family keep

it

up. Love your

R1 Mom.

Patrick, Sept,23. Just won, say you are
n my thoughts, and in my heart, Your
the best mom I love you, miss you
Happy Birthday mom
Also I would like to say Happy
belated to Byron Patrick Sept 4 we all
miss you Christine Hanson & Family.
we would also like to wish Tenn Hanson
a Happy belated b -day Sept
sorry
couldn't be there .also to Irene Hanson
Sept 10 hope u had fun sorry we missed
it Love u all. Russ & Family.
Happy Birthday to my nephew Andy
Thompson on Sept. 19. Happy Birthday
to my can Melvin Antoine on Sept. 20
and to my sister Betsy Drake on Sept.
28. With all my lose auntie Morn.,
Linda.
Happy belated birthday to my sis
Sharon Mark who. b-day was on Sept.
4. hope it was a good day for you sis!
Love your sis Jul! Happy belated
birthday to someone love very much
whose birthday was on Sept. 3.1 missed
u on your birthday BPB but I was
thanking about you. Love Jul!
Happy 34th Birthday to Andrea Sarah
Titian (Hollywood) hope you enjoy your
day on Sept. 21. From your brother
Mike. sister -in -law Cica and m}dews
nephews
.

1

1

and nieces.

Happy Birthday to Cecelia Anne
Titian!. Oct. I. We love you tee.
From Mike. Cica and children.
Happy '^ birthday Suzanne Frank on
Oct. 7. Hope you enjoy your special day
Sue. From Ciea, Mike.
Happy ?? Birthday gramma Suzanne
Frank, we lave you very much Gramma
Sue. Love always your grandchildren
Mike Titian Jr. Ellen Rose, Carla Anne,

Bi rbadays,

`n

.

A joyful reunion. On August 4 2003,
Bonnie Gallic (Bonita Joe) of Tnshaht
wiled with her birth family at
was
Seabird Island in Agassiz BC. Left to
right - Boyd Gallic (dad), aunty Marlyn
Joe (birth-mom's
m'
ter), Harvey Thomas

(birth-dad), Bonnie, Valerie Gallic
(mom), Liz Thomas (Harvey's wife),
Michelle Gallic (sister). Bonnie also had
the privilege of meeting her grandparents
Benny and Flossie Joe, her uncle Alex,
and others. Congratulations Bonnie!
Love mom s and dad.

Mom, Martha
Fred: Oct. 8, 1918
You have been my
teacher - Helping

are growing up so

fast. have a good
day Paul! Love

right

mistakes And they
helping me pick up
the pieces afterwards. You have been
my trend- Listening to me when l
need to talk Making me talk when I
didn't know needed to. Supporting
e when I am dawn And helping me to
see that things stereo, all Mar had You
have been my role model
Leading me
by your example, Most of all you have
been my mother
Loving me
conditionally, No matter what I did or
mid. Letting me know that I am not
alone. I can never thank you enough
For all you have taught me, Given to
me and done for me, I can never repay
you All I can do is tell you That I love
you with all my heart. I am grateful for
you, That I cherish you. The closeness
we share, I feel so lucky To have been
gifted To have a mother like you. I love
you More Happy 85th Birthday. Luny.
1

Mom.
Joseph, Darien.
Happy 2? Birthday to our brother,
uncle Anthony Oscar Sr. on Oct. 1.
Love you Tony. Really hope you enjoy
your special day. Miss you. Take care,
write to me sometime. PO Box 132,
Ahousaht, BC. VOR TAO. From your sis
Cica, brother -in -law Mike and all our
children Mike Jr, Ellen, Carla, Joe,
Harennt, Michelle and Erica.
Sept I - A birthday wish to my cousin
Jim Swan the one that is so nice and
friendly to his cousin here and always
ready and will to share a nice smile and
laughter with me. Happy Birthday my
dear cousin many more to come. From
your cousin Carol Mattersdorfer and

family.
Sept. 15, you know my fine young
aunt Mrs. Sara lehr she celebrated her

62nd birthday. Her daughter-in-law
Ramona John had a excelled turkey
dinner with the trimmings and all. So
know you had a good one with your
family. Many more to come auntie'
love you and have a better day. Love
from Carol Don, and the Mattersdorfer

1

Children.
To the Newlyweds Mr and Mrs Len.
John of Ahousat they too, celebrated
their wedding on July 18. Better late
Man ever Bro, but you have our
blessings there with you in our hearts.
Love from your sister Carol and family.
To my fir sister Rose -Anne John
Happy Binhday on Sept. 16.
Congratulations to you and uncle Cecil
George on your lit Ceclr. Many more
birthdays to come and always know I
love you all and care for you too. Love

from your sin Carol Mattersdorfer
Sept 17 to a dear friend Noreen
John Happy 45th Birthday on this

Annit ersaries and Congr.nulalions continued

now with your listening to your own heart with your
head up high with the patience and strength of your
fiance Eric Mack who'd 1 be proud to welcome to
our family! The key thing in standing on your carpet
of appreciation and holding your head up high as the
'eagles, is this don't listen to negativity, think for
yourself, your life, your happiness.. You and Eric
can do it, your both substance free, happy and
A
.
definitely have your ups and downs but that's where
we all do. God never said we'd be perfect!. Our hats off to you Gin &Erie. we
love you two both. Congratulations you two! Love & Prayers. Bro Randy, Sister
Wendy, Nieces Sydney, Bailee, Hannah Atleo.

i
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You arc in our prayers every night and
day. So today you are all okay...
Congratulations to you all on your
journey. Love from Your friend and
confidant. Mrs. Carol Mattersdorfer
Happy Birthday to my uncle Bert
Thomas Sr. on Sept. 20,
Bert I
hope you enjoy your day. Always know
love you too, you take care of
yourself, and each other okay. Love
from your niece Carol Mattersdorfer and

-

-

special day. Your son Tommy was nice
enough to treat you with losing home.
made cake. You arc one of a kind my
friend. Hope you fell better after all.
From your friend always Carol

Mattersdorfer.
Happy Birthday to my darling sister
Beverly McEwan. Sister you are one of
a kind. You are a real cool sister and
always there ready and willing to listen
to e when I need to milt to you. On
this day we stand together. you're
always in my bean. and you ran
through my head every single day. So
many more to come my fir sister and
enjoy. Love from Your sister Carol,
your bro Donald, your nieces Samantha,
Jessica, and baby Dawn and nephews
Nicholas and Frederick Matteradorfer.
This goes out to Alex, Heather,
Skylar and My darling Daughter
Samantha Mattersdorfer. Sept 23, you
have had your head up high today, this
is what' have o say... Your clean,
sober, and on rap of the world. always
know that you are all missed... You are
all unique and special in our harts...

family.
Happy

lift: Birthday to lit

Wesley
Smith, proud son of Raven and Eddie
Smith he will celebrate on Sept. 23.
Love from Carol, Don and family.
To my cousin Mr. Kurt John the man
that does a lot of his sweet lit' daughter
his like Mr. Mom and he does Me best
that he can. You have an excellent role
as a father so on you birthday on Sept.
I6, your gift is having your baby girl in
your hands and in your heart. Happy
Birthday Kurt. Love from Carol, Don,
and children.
Happy Birthday going out to Earl
Alexander Robert Levi George on Sept.
15. Have a good day baby. Love
always Mom, sister Ilene, Vtrj, Corby,
Wayne Jr. and Jameson.
Happy Birthday to auntie Aiya ha ha
Jolene Frank),. I lace a good day. Love
'ways Corby Frank.
would like to wish a fine young man
a very happy birthday. This birthday
wish goes out to Trevor L. Titian Jr.
Enjoy your day, my son. I love you
To my southem -most Mississippians,
Trevor and Chelsey. Hello, hello &
hello! How arc you two? I miss and
eve you two a lot! You two take care
and study hard. I know you both arc
1

excelling in your grades. Keep it up!
You make me proud. Pursue and
achieve your dreams. Lots -o -love, Dad,
Tres.' Titian Sr.
Happy I lth birthday to our grandson,
Dian Keitlah on Sept. 18. Happy 28th
birthday to our dughter
daughter Jolene Frank on
Sept. 26. We love you so much! Dave
& Ginger Frank.
Happy Birthday to Debbie - who will
be 38, Betsy- who will be 37 and to my
son Philip- who will he 18; all for Oct
4. Although am such a distance from
you all, I
express to you how
much think of you each and every day.
I miss you very much and wanted to
take the time to let you know you're
always in my thoughts.
wish for you
the happiest of days that it is filled with
lots of love and laughter. Hugs and
kisses from your Sister/Mom - Naomi
Ann.
Happy Birthday to my can - Peter
Wilson who will be 37 on Oct 2nd.
2n
Thinking of you often cur. Be safe and
take good care. Love, Naomi Ann.
Happy Anniversary to my Uncle and
Aunty to Seattle- Peter and Jerry Joe of
Seattle Wash for October 9th. Love
from Naomi Ann.
Sept. 21 - Happy Birthday to our
sister Myrtle Dennis. Love you Luxy
and family.
Sept 30 - Happy Birthday to our bro
Alvin. Love Luxy.
Oct. 4 - Happy Birthday Wendy
Atleo. Love you. Luxy.
Oct 9 - Happy Birthday Ikon
From Auntie Lucy.
Happy belated birthday Sheila F. fin
Sept. 4. Love always bro Rand, sis
Wend, nieces Syd, Bailee, Hannah Atleo.

...Ito
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you my dear bro. You're a fine young
man and you're so generate, friendly
and outgoing. Keep smiling people will
wonder what your up to.
Congratulations to you and your Mrs.
on September 20th, 2003 on your
wedding vows in Port Alberni, B C.
Love from your sister Carol
Mattersdorfer and family.

Ahousaht First
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- Aide Graduates
of 2003. I would

especially like to
thank Joanne of
Torino. for
e
taking her days
out with these
fine young men
of Ahousaht.
B.C. It was in the summer time and happened to be observing and taking some
pictures of them. Congratulations especially to my darling husband: Donald
Mattersdorfer, The may on the right Harvey Robinson, Dave (whopper) Sutherland,
Warren Mee, Greg Charlie, Adam (Ted) lack Rick Linholmn, David Frank Jr.,
N -aylm Little and the bottom my husband. I am sharing with you all that these men,
were very persistent on accomplishing their first aide. Way to go... From Carol

-i
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The Spiritual Assembly of The Bald% of Port Alberni
P.0 Box 246 Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M7

1

a

prayer to you, to let you

skies

Blinking and twinkling

as

though you

can see

Through all the prayers that are sent to
you in
Those heavens above, our dear swat

gunny
How we miss you our. As time and time
moves forward
Dear coat. Maude you are Aways and
forever
cherished
By each and every one of us, May god
hold you close
To his heart, may he comfort you with
all his love.
In that golden- shinning light above.
Dear, sweet Maude
.granny I love you
always
Written By Norma -Ann Webster

....May

Loving Memory of Margaret Clutesi
The golden sun rays sends
"Golden Sunset"
Warmth deep in my soul
The beautiful memories
Of you
May the golden light always
Shine upon you for sending
Me love and happiness from
Above
Always in my heart my
Dear flied Margaret Clutesi
Your love I'll always keep.
Ever missed
Bertha

As the son golden sunlight
Falls over the mountains
Sending warm feelings of
Love and happiness that
Once you have given me
The wind blows so softly
That 'can hear your sweet
Voice
In the sun rays of the golden sun
I can see the image of you

In Memory of our dear sweet Mother, grandmother, great
grandmother, and great great grandmother - Margaret Gus:
I

Mother (Grandma) Our own Grand
Princess
September 20/1913
- September 27/2001
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prayer tor you Imky
And God must have heard;
We felt the answer in our harts
Although he spoke not a word.
We didn't ask for wealth or fame
"(we knew you wouldn't mind)"
We asked for priceless treasures rare
Of a more lasting kind.
We prayed that He'd be near you
At the start of each new day,
To grant you health and blessings fair,
And friends to share your way.
We asked for happiness for you
all things. pear and small.
But that you'd know His loving care
We pay the most of all.
We love you Mom, forever.

i
I
!

From birth you gave your parents joy
and a treasure I'm sure of, especially
your shinning oya. This where you
were given the mean name (Parses).

In addition the truth speaking of actual
past events in order of time elapsed' you
shared with all. As I look mound I see
j you sitting in your chair your eyes shine
with divine approval on sharing your
scores with all as you spoke of life as
i
far back to the late 18th Century up to
i
j today This will say with us and
amongst others including myself will
always keep you near Capturing a
picture vividly as we listen to you speak
at length of recollections and imaging
how it must have been through your
years.
,
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Your loving family

I see you shinning in your majestic
glory as the Moon and the Stars are
sparkling above tonight. Knowing your
transition with our Lord and Master is
complete. For who you had spoken of
in the last years with your family.

j

We
said
Malta)
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Just how much we really did care
You are a gem of beauty that lights our

Maude, dear, sweet Maude, she was my
grandmother
Her hair was grey, but oh so nice,
She had a beautiful round and happy
face
Dear, sweet, grandmother how we desire
to see your smile
Her family called her mom and same
with her friends
How sweet it is was that everyone knew
her as mom
Her grandchildren called her was granny
What a dear, sweet, granny indeed
Her laughter was fun and always had our
attention
He children come to visit, while she
bakes bread
Smells so good in here
all
sit and chat
At night when I light my candle for you

1

To my bro "Pour
pom" (Johnny
John) Happy
Birthday to you
2_? on September
21, 2003. Many
more to come to

And send
know

1

I

-

In Memoriam - taI'ak'ap

Way to go sister Gin! You've been through some
real life and death issues in your young life Gin, but

1

disco n. Letting
me make my own

youngest eon, 13
on this day, you

-

.

he
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The joy of coming from a large family
there was never a dull moment giving
details of playful memories with
affection between you and other
relations.

The Bahá'i Faith
Thy Name is my healing. O my God, and remembrance of Thee is my
remedy. Nearness to Thee is my hope, and love for Thee is my companion.
Thy mercy to me is my healing and my succor in both this world and the
world to come. Thou, verily, art the All -Bountiful, the All- Knowing, the

All -Wise.

-

Babi'u'Ilah

Abdul -Bahá, The Bahá'i Faith

MOM you are massed but your
journey is complete.
With all the joys and triumph through
Yes

i

Í

I

I

out

moor

mother.

Í

Love your Family
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Ha- Shilth -Sa

Attention Nuu -chah -nulth membership...

ATTENTION UCHUCKLESAHT DESCENDANTS

Please notify your First Nation if you have any events that happen in
your life such as Marriage, Divorce, Birth. Death, Name Change and
especially "Transfers ".
Submitting these documents to the Nuu -shah -nulth Tribal Council office
is just as important as submitting these documents to your First Nation.
Being on the D.LA. list don not mean you are an your First Nation's
Registry Band List, you must apply for Band Membership.
lour First Nation needs your current address and phone number so they
can contact you regarding Treaty developments, letters and bulletins.
First Nation phone numbers and addresses are listed below for your
.

Will all

Nation, PLEASE contact Tina Robinson at the Uchucklesaht Once. As a
part of our pre -treaty process, we are contacting people who have a direct
bloodline and seeking their interest in transferring into the Uchucklesaht
Tribe for the purpose of gaining treaty rights.

Phone - 250.724.1832
Toll Free - 1.888.724.1832
Thank you

Tseshaht First Nation Cultural Resource Centre

convenience,

Ahousaht

Open to anyone interested in learning more about Tseshaht history.
Located at 5000 Mission Rd. Chi- chu -aht House/ Tseshaht Treaty office.

(250) 670 -9563 Fax: (250)670-9696
General Delivery Ahousaht, B.C. VOR All
I

Ditidaht First Nation
1- 888 -745 -3366 -

Fax: (250) 745 -3332

We have a toll free number available for Tseshaht members (which also houses our
membershipp and Natural Resources Office. If you want your
n addresses included for

treaty updates and Tribal bulletins call m (email: cap @tseshahteom) with your
address.
-Rfi6 -724 -0225.
1

Hours of operation:
Monday- Friday 8:15 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. (Except holidays)
For more information contact as at
(250) 724-4229 or toll free at 1- 866 -724-4229.

PO Box 340 Pon Alberni, B.C. VOY 7M8

area

Ehattesaht
1-888- 761 -4155

-

Fax: (250) 761 -4156

HAVE YOU MOVED?

PO Box 59 Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0

Hesquiaht First Nation

rç

-,41

1- 877 -232 -1100 - Fax: (250) 670 -1102

-

`Or

Fax (250) 724 -1232

PO Box 211 Pon Alberni, B.C. VOY 7M7

Huu- ay -aht First Nation
1- 888

-4555

-

Fax: (250) 728 -1222

J

PO Box 70 Bamfield, B.C. VOR IBO

Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k'tles7et'h'

-eta

(250) 332 -5259 - Fax: (250) 332 -5210
General Delivery Kyuquot, B.C. VOP 170

A

(250) 283 -2015

-

Fax: (250) 283 -2335

PO Box 459 Gold River, B.C. VOP IGO

Nuchatlaht First Nation
-

Fax: (250) 332 -5907

PO Box 40 Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0

Tla- o- qui -aht First Nations
err

(250) 725 -3233

i'iFi

Fax: (250) 725 -4233

-

PO Box 18 Tofino, BC. VOR 2Z0

Toquaht Nation
(250) 726 -4230 - Fax: (250) 726 -4403
PO Box 759 Ucluelet, B.C. VOR 3A0

to%
Tseshaht First

Nation

Toll Free: 1- 888.724 -1225

1

- -.
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- Treaty Updates

Does anyone recognize or know the whereabouts of the following members?
- Roberta Charlie
- Gordon Bryson
- Richard Fertile
- Jeffrey Fromm¢
- Alexandria George
lean, Manson
- Alice Peters
- Norman Rivera
- Ryan Rush
- Sabrina Summit.
- Michelle Touchie
- Kimberly Redman
- Jackie Hartman & Son, Adrian
- Teresa Grieve
- Joshua Schellenberger
Please call if you have information. YOUR HELP IS APPRECIATED!
CONTACT: Vì Mundy at (250) 726 -2414 or email: vmundy@islmd.ne: OR
Leah Bill at email: leahbill ®telus.net

-

Fax: (250) 724 -1806

PO Box 1118 Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M7

aso

Ucluelet First Nation
(250) 726 -7342

:T

-

MEDICAL COVERAGE NOT AUTOMATIC
Reference: Recently, many bills were received at the NTC (Non -Insured Health
Benefits Section) (NIHB) from parents requesting payment under this plan.
If a child is not registered with Indian Affairs and the province there is no medical
coverage. Therefore, FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR PAYMENT OF MEDICAL
VISITS, X -RAYS, ETC. WILL FALL ON THE PARENTS!
Indian Affairs cannot and WILL NOT PAY any bills without full coverage.
Remember, unless a child is REGISTERED with both Indian Affairs (Status Card)
and the provincial medical plan (MSP Card) two very important medical factors apply:
a. The child is covered under the parent medically, for only three months;
'

and
Once the child reaches 1 year of age then they are no longer covered
under the NIHB program for: equipment; supplies; drugs; dental; and
optical.
Normally, a child reaching 19 years of age requires (her or his) own medical care coed.
A child can maintain medical coverage up to age 25 when in full -time attendance at
a post secondary institution, that is approved by the provincial medical commission.
It takes 6 -8 weeks to obtain these coverage cards! Stan the process immediately!
Do not assume it is done! Follow up with this until you have both cards! Questions
to be directed to the Band Membership Clerks, or the NTC Registry Office 724.5757.
Robert Clued, CD - NTC NIHB Program Supervisor
b.

MAILING HA- SHILTH -SA
TO NUU -CHAH -NULTH MEMBERS

PO Box 1218 Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M I

(250) 724 -1832

Tribe Newsletters and

Fax: (250) 724 -4385

Uchucklesaht Tribe

Pelt

-

Important Notice to all Nuu -chah -nulth First Nations members,
Band Managers, CHR's, Health Clerks and Band Membership Clerks:

Mowachaht / Muchalaht

(250) 332 -5908

We need your phone number, address & email addresses. We are currently updating our
member's list for - Distribution of Food Fish.

PO Box 2000 Tofino, B.C. VOR 2Z0

Hupacasath First Nation
(250) 724 -4041

Hello Ucluelet First Nation Members!

-

Fax: (250) 726-7552
PO Box 699 Ucluelet, B.C. VOR 3A0

ATTENTION ALL UCHUCKLESAHT MEMBERSHIP
We need names, addresses & phone numbers of all Uchucklesaht

Decendcnts.
The Tribe has now initialled an Agreement in Principle with BC Canada.
Now we need to hear from you! Please contact the office at: Phone:
(250) 724 -1832
Fax: (250) 724 -8106 Address: PO Box 1118, Pon
Albomi. BC, V9Y 7L9

Ha- Shnth -Sa is looking for addresses of Nomchab nulth (NCN) members who are NOT
receiving the paper. Ha- Shilth -Sa is free for Nuuchah-nhlt members. If you want to
receive Ha- Shilth -Sa please send name (including your middle name or initials) to:
HaShilth -Sa, P.O. Box 1383, Port Alberni, B.C., V9Y 7M2
First Name:
Initial:
Name:
Apt il:
Mailing Address:
City:
Postal Code:

_

_Last

In order to quality for a free subscription you must
Nation i.e. Ahousaht, Ditidaht, etc:

011

In

Nuochab -aulth First

Phone Number:
Change of Address (Previous address)
New Subscriber?

Reminder

- Returned papers are deleted from the mailing list.

Its up to you to keep

us informed of your address!

Just one more -Time

A friend

Written by Norma -Ann Webster

Written by Adelen Manson

Shine your light.. down on me...
Hold my hands just one more Time...
Can't you see how much it depletes me of all
my love..
I pray just to see you one more time
I pray to hold you close.
one more time..
Can you hear my prayer, when I think of you,
my dear
Can you feel my heart full of wonder?
If you can hear me call; I promise not to keep
you long
Just enough to see your smile, and to let you
know
How much I love you so...
As time goes on; I still hold you close to my
heart, my dear..
Shine your light down on me...
Remove your wings of flight just fora 0111
meat of time..
And hold my hands just one more time..
Hold me close. So I may say, How wonderful it

Oh! What did you hear! Oh,
What did they say?
Well some of that is true yes,

is

Just to have this moment with you
Hug me close with all you love
This will do for all ask is tome
Your smile just one more time.
As you claim your wings in the glory of the
light
Always remember I do love you with all of my
.

Pusan.

- Treaty planning

meetings
were held in Mowachaht/Muchalahl

and ask me,

don'tmind at all.
don't
Please don't look at me like that,
Don't pity me, don't judge me,
please don't whisper behind my
back.

Don't believe everything you
hem.

don't always hear

everything that is going on.
When others add their own
version of events
So my friend if you hem a
my life
and it's not nice, l hope that
you'll turn to me
d get the true story o that
someone can fend on my behalf
while my back is tined,
Please stand by me please don't
turn your back with a whisper of
half -truths.
I do hope that l can can you
friend.

tnof

Kiecko's - kekoo
We thank the kind support you and

of the Hesquiaht dance excellent

Ehattesaht members of the relative tribe,
for the Tau Paul and Hesquiaht tribe
presentation in Vancouver the cultural
show and the one shown at the museum

performances.
Again, we thank all the support from
the E aneeoht tribe especially Victoria
Wells and all the tribal members.
Signed Josephine and Earl Maquinna
George

U.B.C.
This all was a success to the Maui tribe

The fast days session's was a
review of old business and motions
N these were the first meetings after
a couple months o8.

By Brian Tate
Northern Region Reponer

some of it is true.
If you really are concerned, you

people
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Treaty Planning in Tsaxana

Poets Nook

of those people, who are descendants of the Uchucklesaht First

-

The second days sessions were
cancelled to show respect to the
Thompson family of Ditidaht
First Nation who lost a
prominent family member.

territory on September 8Ih and 9th in
the Wabmeesh Centre at the Tsaxana
Opening prayers were done by
Francis Amos and followed by the

welcome remarks ofTyee Hawiilth
Vathloua (Mike Maquina).
"I hope everyone has a productive
session here today and I hope that you
enjoy your stay here, and we welcome
you into our territory" said Mike. "I
also hope that when these meetings
are over that you have a safe journey
home," he said.

The second days sessions were
conceited to show respect to the
Thompson family of Ditidaht First
Nation who lost a prominent family
ember.
The meetings were then moved to

October 2nd and 3rd at Tin-Wis in
Tofino.

Career Opportunities - q"i- cab- to -mis

Call for Catering Bids
Nuu -chah -nulth Tribal Council
Port Alberni Post Secondary Student Dinner
October 29, 2003

Date:
Venue:
Time:

TBA
5:30pm Dinner Start

40 students
Number:
Format:
Full dinner, coffee, tea or juice and dessert.
Please submit bids by fax, attention to Kelly Johnsen or Vicky Watts
by closing. October 10th.
Please include proposed menu. Set up of tables and chairs included.
Fax (250) 723 -0463, or phone (250) 724 -5757 with any questions.

On our wedding day - thank you
On August 23, 2003, Andrew and

I

exchanged wedding vows and wedding
rings as a symbol of our love for one
another and a life together forever.
We were surrounded by our closest
family and friends from near and far.
Our wedding took place ie Ditidaht
(Niduahl Lake, BC) on a beautiful
Saturday afternoon. We would like to
thank so many people for helping us,
supporting us and standing with us.
First of all, my parents, David and
Frances Tate, we love you so much for
all your patience, guidance, advice,
support and most of all your love. The
day Andrew asked my father for my
hand in marriage was at first scary, but
then from that moment on when my dad
said yes, it was excitement from that day
n. Thank you Dad and Mom for
walking me down the aisle to Andrew.
Love you both an very much.
I would like to any to my children and
Andrew's stepchildren, Mercedìese and
Dakota. I love you! Mercedise was our
flower girl and Dakota our handsome
ring bearer. You bah did such an
awesome job and standing with Andrew
and me on this special day, we couldn't
have asked for more. Love you bah
very much. Love you forever, like you
for always, as long as I'm living, my
babies you'll be"
To our wedding party, standing with me
as my witnesses were my maid of
honour and sister-in -law Ruth Sam.
Ruth, thank you from the bottom of my
heart, you had the biggest job of all and
you pulled though, you did such a great
job on the bachelorette and the bridal
shower. You got all my friends and

family together and we had a goad time
and lots of fun. Thank you to everyone
for all the crazy and beautiful gifts I
received. I had a lot of fun and for sure,
everlasting memories. I couldn't have
asked for anyone else to stand in your
shoes Ruth. Andrew and both
understood the heartache you went
through the week before the wedding
with the loss of your cousin and close
friend. But, we were both very honoured
that you were there for see- and you have
been through thick and thin all these O
years we have been together. We hold
you so dear to our hearts and you and
baby Charlie are precious to us both. We
love you and thank you for all you've
done to make our day more beautiful.
To my bridesmaids thank you to my
sisters Peggy and Sandra Tate, you are
both so beautiful and thank you both for
standing with me on my wedding day it
meant the world to me to have both of
my sisters there with me. Thank you to
my sister-in -law Paulette Charles for
standing with me on our special day.
You looked beautiful and thank you for
your support and being a great sister-inlaw. Thank
Hunk you to my friends Rita
Warts, Shelly Amos and Patty William
for always being there for me. You have
also been through all our good times and
bad, but you have always been a
shoulder to cry on and there to have fun
times. Thank you ladies for sharing this
day with me and Andrew it means a lot
to both of
To Andrews best man, Jason Ray, thanks
Jay for always being there for being the
friend you arc and always have been.
You also have been there for Andrew and
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rue race day one and we appreciate you.
You made glean speech, great
memories on this day. Once again, thank

you for everything lay (Chop kwa)
To Andrew's groomsmen Bead Mack,
Shawn Mack, Leonard Mack, Jesse
McMullan and Wayne Tate, thank you to
all of you You have all been pan of our
life for these 10 years and we really
appreciate you standing as our witness
on our wedding day. It meant a lot for
Andrew, because he grew up with all of
his cousins like brothers and it meant
everything to him. Thank you all for
always being there for Andrew. You
guys all looked very handsome, and we
will cherish the memories for always.
To the caterers Audrey Edgar and family
AWESOME job, food was delicious,
everything tasted super. What ajob well
done, as usual. Thank you for
everything Audrey! Thank you to my
auntie Christine and cousin Vera Edgar
for the chubus, Kleko Klcko! Thank you
to my cousin Paul Sieber and Bernie for
barbequing the fish, fantastic job. To my
cousin April and her husband Mike
Wilbur of Anatortes, Wa, thank you for
thing all this way to do some fishing
for the wedding, rely much appreciated,

w

r

/
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also, to my cousin Philip E gar and
brother Wayne for the sockeye thank
you. To my brother Darryl for all of the
delicious halibut and pawns. Kleko
Kleko!
We would also like to say a big thank
you to Rick Lindholm. You are very
kind man, you do your job very well and
we appreciate you traveling down to
ow
Nitinaht from Ahousaht to
wedding ceremony. You area nice man
with a big heart for our people. Once
again thank you.
Thank you to Shelley Edgar for opening
up your home for m ladies to get ready.
Thank you to all the drivers for bringing
passengers down to Nitinaht, appreciate
it. Thank you to West Coast Wild Tours
for taking me, Andrew and my daughter
Mereediese on a awesome ride out to the
ocean, made our day more memorable,
thank you. (We even saw some whales!)
Once again, thank you to everyone for
being there for me and Andrew on our
wedding day. If we missed anyone, his
not intentional. We couldn't have asked
for a mom perfect day!
Kleko Kleko, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Mack

pert
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Ans

Community Events
and Celebrations

Klecko's - kekoo
Friends and Relatives

take even

I would like t express our gratitude t
out fiends and family who came during
time of need, to be with our niece
Christina Pritchard and Randy Staab in
the loss of their daughter Miranda
Charlene Staab. To Auntie Ina, who
came right away, expressing the love
you have for all of us, gave us great
comfort. Darlene, Donhy, Laura and
Bertha, we appreciate you been with us
at this time. The time you all look to be
away from your families home to
come
sit with Chrissy & Randy
Thank toYou Darlene your job is such a
demanding job and you never tire from
it, you truly are a gifted person.' would
like to especially thank you for helping
me gather all Miranda's things, thank
you Uncle Angus, words could never
express the love we have for all of you,
your words of wisdom that you gave to
Chrissy and Randy, words that will live
in our hearts forever. Words that came
rant from the heart, we thank you
dearly!. Auntie Brenda and Wally for
been hue during this time, we will
never forget it Lee Louie, Sharon &
Barb & Elsie, thank you, every time we
turn around you guys are always there
for us, the close ties we share are
forever bonding, and you show that with
all you do for us, thank you Nathan &
Ramona, you two never quit showing
how much you are for your people,
your family, your culture, thank you for
finishing with a chant at the cemetery
Nathan, h was a memorable moment
People who stopped by to sit and meet
Chrissy and Randy, thank you. My
Dads niece Vi Joseph, who is always
thee,,, time of need, tank you. Phyllis
Charles, Sal and Chicle Frank, Daryl
Campbell, Joe Campbell, Made Titian,
Mel Louie thank you. all the calls made
were well appreciated, our Bro Strom,
Thank You, Rasa Spence, man there is
just áo many people that called and sent
their love, we thank you all. We are all
family, and when in need people from
home never forget one another the.,,?
once people from home are such
generous, friendly people, I truly hope
we never cease to be the way. Louie
and Eva Frank. who travelled to come as
well, thank you, thank you Louie for
your words of wisdom and the song you
sang. My late Father used to say, l
always prayed that none of my children
would loose a child, he said it lives with
you forever, he told me there are steps to
go cans and when you have gone the
them all you will eventually reach
acceptance, he said the hurt never goes
away. it gets better but the love will live
on ben your heart, he said prayers and
believe in our creator would get us then
it all, I guest our Elders were our
philosophers. they gave us the direction
and guidance we need in our times.
This I thank you Louie for doing as
well, Elects Kleco. In times like these
makes me appreciate our Elders. elders
that have gone on, my dad used to say
and

'

nk you

to all the people that were
quiet respond to the emergency at
án- %erne on Thursday, September I lm.
TAMP. Mont (Katie Sam), sons Virgil
and Kloos, daughter Jolene, First
Responder, James Swan and brother Ed
Sam for bringing me down to Torino.
Thank you to Mala & Maya, Val Jack,
limbo & Woody Adams, my best pal
Linda Tashoota and the many others who
showed so much concern. A special

a

little piece of what someone

lake ì to your heal
he said in time you will appreciate what
they, had to say to you He said always
remember who was there for you, always
try to do the same for them when they
are in their need. Because of teachings
like this from our Elders from Alma.,
makes them all stand out for how they
are and who they are, you know they.
were taught well. This I Thank Our Families And Friends For Kleco Kleco
To our immediate families, Lana Olsen
whose house was head chefs house, her
children and Francis Thomas did a lot of
the cooking for Missy's house thank
you, Reg and Sarah, man, they did a lot
too, picking up the chairs and tables,
reaming them afterwards and helping
with a lot of the cooking, Sugar and my
husband Charlie for their pans in some
of the cooking as well. Then there was
Rose who travelled all the ways from
Bella Cools to be here with Chrissy &
Randy, thank you. My niece Angie, love
you lots, you were such a good host even
though you were hurting just as much as
your sister,! brother in -law and dad. You
truly are a gift from heaven, it ha s been
so long that we all .1 together, to
remember, to laugh, to weep, never loose
what you have your sense of humour,
your love you have for every one
thank you for been them for your sister,
for been the big sister. Stay close, law u
lots. My Auntie Vi for been with us,
man we are such a lucky family. we -are
big and we surely are a together family
Thank You all. !could never dun
thanking everyone, all your generous
donations from the Alamo Band, from
families and friends from home Klee.)
Kleco. For Bern & Albert Chant (all
their kids, Myrna, Rod & Isobel), Marion
& Elmer Thompsou(Sam & Nooks),
Edgar Chartie(Marcel, Delia for calling
daily ).Frank & Ikno Charlie(Bar &
Tracey)Ann and her gang, my
ily(Cliff, Gipp & Theresa, Monica,
& Rick, Louie & Diana)Norma &
Gab for the daily calls. Numerous
cousins who called from down south
there, Thank You. Thank you Gardie&!
nbsp;& his Family, Randy's family.
Thank you, Randy & Chrissy's friends,
especially to the guy upstairs' Wayne*
that is his name, a very big Thank you,
you truly are gifted with a lot of friends,
a very lucky couple, every day I was so
amazed at all your friends, they tray are
friends. To Angie's Friends who came
over o spend time with her for a few
days, thank you for being a good friend.
To each and every one thank you, You
will all never be forgotten. you will live
in our hearts forever, thank you all on
behalf of our Family. Kleco Kleco.
In closing we would like to extend our
condolences to the
Family in their
loss of a daughter, sister, mother, &
grandmother Marilyn Aden we ore sorry
we toad not make it home at all, but our
prayers were with you all.
chasm for now. Flo Tom (nee Charlie).
has

say to

Q"aaqinakeis - taaktuuta - Joey Dennis' - Memorial

f

The family of q"aaf inakeisit - lam Joey Dennis will be having a taaktuuta
(memorial feast) to put to rest our mourning and celebrate the life he lived! We
the Dennis/Haipce Family invite you all to witness the ceremonies /events we
have planned for this special day. Date: October 18 2003. This is an
announcement of the date only we will be going around to various First Nations
al to formally invite in a traditional manner.
If you would like to suggest a good
day for our family to visit your Community during the summer, contact uutsii
(Rob Iknnis JR) Cultural coordinator Huu- ay -aht First Nation H Work (250)
728 -3414 or Toll Free 1- 888 -6444555, Home (250) 724J169. Or Email
e

- Facial cleansing and

facial massage.

CLASSIFIEDS

723 -9401.

Automotive

-

uutaii- culture coordinator H.F.N.

If you

NOTICE OF POSTPONEMENT
The Memorial Potlatch Barry Wayne McCarthy (Bear)
Scheduled for October 25 o at the Alberni Athletic Hall has been

POSTPONED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
(Laura McCarthy)

Mack Family Reunion October 11th 2003!
Bring your tents, drums and good feelings
RSVP REQUIRED
The Toquaht Mack family is planning a reunion on the weekend of October 11th 2003
In I Starlet. It's been too long since we align, together. The date is now set and would
like people to bring their drums, bring your songs and of course bring the dancers!
Volunteers for food and cooking urgently required. Suggestions and input greatly
appreciated. Let's make this an event to remember! We also require S10.00 donation
towards the cost of the event. And please R.S.V.P the Toquáht Band Office,
We would like to gather and renew family lies and new family members. We need to
connect! Any members from the late Chief Cecil Mack 'our late grandmother Jesse
Mack please contact via email. Gjmack@hotmal.com or phone the Toquaht Band
office 1- 877 -726 -4230 '

coffee table tops, clocks, plaques, 6"
totems. canoes. leave message for Charlie
Mickey at 724 -8609 or c/o Box 40,
Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0
WANTED' Hide for school projects.
Call Julia Landry @724-0512 (84pm
weekdays).

NATIVE BASKET WEAVING made
by Kathy Edgar. Slaw ease of all sizes of
Weaving classes arc held
throughout the year.
For mom
information phone 416 -0529. Address
box 863
8140 York Ave. Cana. B.C.
baskets.

-

FOR SALE' Genuine Authentic basket
weaving grass. Linda Edgar, phone 7544462.

Congratulations to September door prize winners:
Marilyn Touchie - Dream Catcher pendant. Barbara Towhee - Black bear bobble
head Geraldine Touchie - Note book with native design. Roy Sieve Barney Glass
jewelry with native design

Hayupiinulth (Billy Keitlah Jr.) invites everyone
to witness "Kitsoota" or "Passing over of

a

Hereditary

CLASSIFIEDS CONTINUED
670 -9573 or leave a menage at the
Alumnae Administration mOffice at 250670.9563.
7 Zodiac. Call Leo
FOR SAI E:
Manson at (250) 725-J662 for more
information.
CANOE BUII DING: Will build canoe, or
teach how to bald canoe.
Call Hamy Lucas 724 -1494.
FOR SALE: 30 I/2 ft "C" license 5.45o too
a foot Donald Mundy (250) 720 -5841.

...ark

I

FOR SAIF:

cannon deep lines, used
only one season. 8400 each. 723 -4374.
f OR SALE: New & Used Barclay Sound
Sockeye Nate. (250) 923 -9864.
2

Can.

Cartier. Good Condition. Offers, call
723 -3880

WANTED: Digital speedometer for
1988 Olds Cutlass Supreme. Or

repairman. Call 723 -9706 after
731 -6222
.

or

5

paydays. We loan 2100. Sean, cap to 5500
dollars.
100% owned and operated by
First Nations. Phone (250)390 -9225. Or
(250) 741.6070 eel. 401 Harvey Road,
Nmoose Bay, B.C.

ANITA'S ALTERTIONS'

Sewing,

1989 Ford Ecenoline 17 passenger bus.
Auto, now great. $5500 obo 723 -2308

Employment Wanted
/Services Offered
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Ja.bor766wl Fashion

James Swan - Wilayap'ntI

PO_ Era

Original paintings, carvings (small
totems and plaques( WatéiTniá prints
and a few !shirts mailable Ph: (250)
670.2438, Col (250) 735 -0790
Or e-mail will.yegrikIMplu .can
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Phone: (250) 724 -3975.

t(umtl(a

Advisory for Histories,
Governance, and onstimdons (farming
governments).
724 -1494.

eater

Harry Lucas, at

private room. Tenants must be clean &
responsible. 5350 /month - Hydro, cable
included.
Internet
access
and
Required).
Call
250.723(References
5503 for info.

(Bring your own
pen & paper). Parenting Skills for Parents
& Tots.
Fridays from 3
4 pm.
EVERYONE IS WELCOME. cou kleco.
Edward Tomsk Certified Linguist.
Nights. 7

Cant

to 9 Can.

-

TSAWAAYUUS:
YOUR
SHARE
TALENTS WITH YOUR ELDERS:
Volunteers required for the following:
,Give demonstrations and/or each basket
,we also
caving, caning, painting, ea
need cultural a
Contact
Darlene Erickson att 724- 5655.[
WANTED' N.chah -nnith women that
would like to join my exciting team of
Mary Kay Independent Sales, not
pyramid. For more information please
phone me, Rosslee Brown @ (250) 3859906.
FIRST AID TRAINING: Canadian Red
Cross Certified First Aid Instructors
Laverne and Alex Frank are available to
each Fast Aid to your group, office, or
community. Classes can haven., to 24
students. Phone (250) 725 -3357 or (250)
726 -2604 for more information.

NATIVE

14

ft.

1

4383.

FOR RENT' A non -profit organization

has

rooms to rent, by the day, week or month.
Very reosonable rata for Room & Board
Also, them is a Boardroom available for
rent. For more mformaton phone 7236511.

BOARDROOMS FOR RENT: At the
Tseshaht Administrative Buildings, Pon
For mom Infrnmadon Doll the
Tseshaht First Nations Office at (250) 7241225.
Alberni.

WANTED'

Sanger Sewing

Machine to

buy. Please call 724 -4987

WESTCOAST TRANSITION HOUSE
EMERGENCY SHELTER: For Abused
Women and their Children on ca1124 hours
toll free l -877- 726 -2020,

PORT
ALBERNI
TRANSITION
84.1223 or call the nearest
DOUSE:

all

local shelter or crisis center.

HELP LINE FOR CHILDREN:
310.1234.

FOR RENT'

3 bdrm Rouit Suite, heat,
hotwater, hydro, blinds, w/d hookup, Us,
phone Incl., Port Alberni old hospital area.
S -s.) month
Available Sept. 1st. Phone
723 -0308,
724 -5809.
SWFEPY'S CLEANING SERVICES. MISSING: White, toddler size I. mucks
Need some Cleaning jersey with "C. Little, #99" on back.
Samantha Gus:
done? Don't have enough time? Good Jersey of sentimental value taken from a
rates. Call 723 -7645 or leave a message Port Alberni home. Call 724-6434 or 724@
724 -2763.
Windows, dishes, 2935 with information.
Any
vacuuming, laundry, walla, shelves, etc, MISSING - 30 HP Yamaha.
Boyd
or
Josh
certified. information please contact
Custodial/
Janitorial
Commercial boom keeping/ home making Fred at 723 -5114 or 724 -6491. Reward!
FOR SALE: SMOKED FISH, vacuum
certified & Food safe.
CIRCLE packed (by the sides), bags of Upagwee.
THE
GROWING
COMMUNICATIONS GROUP: Video Call 250 -724 -6341.
/ music / CD -Rom or DVD production, MISSING: Black Caterpillar work boots.
website design o enhancement, book 723 -9706. No questions asked.
publishing, public r relations, marketing,
Shared office space for rent
and training. Top quality professional
tel Songhees Reserve, Victoria.
rates.
productions at very
Call Tom at (250)885 -9070
Cadogan Street.
Contact Randy Fred,
Tel. 250 -741Nanaimo BC V9S

ANGIIAGE: Transcribing

0153, e-mail: randvfred@shaw c3. Chad

TOOUART

Rissa Rae

m

"'"7,,,1,1,77''
leraaaa

& Board (Opportunity): Looking

for Adult tenants for August I and
September 1, (3 available), Nov -smoking
& non -drinking Home. Located in Pon
Alberni (south), clone to bus stop. Clean

X 70 ft.

Princeton 1993 Mobile Home. 2 Bedroom,
plus 12 ft. X 18 ft. addition, Located at
Sproul Lake Mobile Home Park. Can be
moved, relocated. By appointment only.
NO AGENTS! Phone: 724 -5290.
WANTED: Medical Equipment such as
wheelchairs etc. Can he dropped off at the
Tseshaht Band Office. 5000 Mission
Road, Port Alberni. Contact Gail K. Gus
at 724 -1225,
FOR SALE: Beautiful Native Design
Dress. New condition. Size 5 -7. 724 -3049.
FOR SALE: Custom built food cart with
grill, deep fryer, sink, water pump, and
lots of storage. owner. $6500, obo. 724-

.

lit

First Nations Graphics. Specializing
in Nation Vinyl Decals. (Custom
Made/All Sizes). All types of Native

Room

harm
Info:

3eble

coma

dad. Çranhiá

Graphics. Call Now! Celeste Jacke.
dualmakers homestead etan or
Email: lady bnve05(aynuluilamn

lit Sill

&

I

forest.

in phonetics
meetings,
research
projects,
personal
- for
tile. Hourly rates. Phone Harry Lucas at

pe.-

George C. John Jr.

Newly added

suite. Views of ocean
(250) 725-3482.

T,S,G TRACKING SERVICE: Moving
And Hauling, Reasonable Rates. Tom
Gus, 5231 Hector Road, Port Alberni, B.C.

I

reena.r u
arts

Esuwisu Reserve.

PRICED

NUU -CHAR -NULTH

,Uuu-cka-aa@k

Alma* Coact aJdatwe a,Catltt

HOUSE FOR SALE. i -halm home with
3 bdrm bas
.
Close
all
amenities. Emit trees 3909 -9th Ave`, Port
Alberni. $95,000. Call 723 -0308.
HOUSE FOR Sul F to TEN menthe.,

hems, etc., etc. Ph. 723 -8890.

Hupacasath Hall. Language Instructor
Tat ratcosh.
Monday and Wednesday

Adam Fred Memorial Potlatch

-

FOR SALE: MotoMaater

Need Cash between

painting. Over 10 years experience.
Marcel Durward (250) 720 -0155

Canoes

As our sonbrother focused allot of his personal life to his culture, lee feel that it is
important. to any good -bye to his presence here on earth, but to also celebrate the
Mining of him with ancestors, Knowing our son brother would want us
feed our
people and thank all those who came and shared stories, hugs. tears during the time
of our loss, we feel that it is important to set this special day as early as possible.
We therefore have decided to hold a feast for our family, friends and ark that each of
you join us to remember our young man for who we all knew him
On January 29. 2005 at the Stahl Mahs Gym, beginning at 12:00 p.m. We will close
the doors to hold our opening ceremonies; we will then serve lunch at 1:00 p.m.
If you wish to help us or have any questions regarding this, we ask that you contact
Gina Pearson (mom) at 723 -4727, or Darleen Wane (grandma) 7244873, or loon
Wail (auntie) 7244987.

7

$12,000
(OBO). Contact (250) 726 -7144 or fax
(250) '720.2488.
-

-

Grad Hat Regalia, Baskets, Weaving
material, specializing in Maqu :una Hat
Earrings.
at
Available to teach
conferences and workshops. Call Julie
Joseph (250) 729 -9819.
FOR SALE: carved whale teeth, whale
bones and bear teeth.
WANTED' whale teeth, whalebones,
mastodon ivory and Russian blue cobalt
trade beads. Lv. magi For Steve & Elsie
John at 604- 833 -3645 or Me #141 -720 6'°
St, New Westminster BC V3L3C5.
FOR SALE: Native painting. Call Bruce
Nookemus (250) 728 -2397
%Appal
tuk - Sandra Howard,
Mowachaht Cedar Weaver. Hats, Caps,
Pouches, Baskets, Mats, and Roses for
Sale. Price Negotiable. Barter or Trade.

L_Iri M.o.

day.

.

passenger, excellent condition

-

ÇOIJ -Us CASH

cap..

necessarily

FRFF I ANGUAGF CI ASSES. at

Chieftainship Title"

.

FOR SALE:

1999 Safari Van

1

Employment Wanted
Services Offered

Will do professional bodywork and

r

from the house of Sucpieth on September 27, 2003 in Ahousaht at the
Ahousaht School Gymnasium. The starting time is at 12 pm Saturday;
rides will be available in Rein, to Ahousaht at 10 am on - throughout the

0I1AT FOR SAIS 1992 - 25 foot Raider.
Aluminum cabin, open fore and aft deck,
adjustable
Dun, bracket, tandem
galvanized trails. $19,900 without engine,
529,900 with 2001 - 225 Mere Optima,
Call Roger Remain 7234005
BOAT Ept S4[.. MV Roles no license.
40' fiberglass
Fader ear troller. FAX
equipped, Freezer system only 2 years old.
Harold Little (250)670 -2477.
EOR SALE -40' Ea'sniier and Spring nets
made to order. Call Rob. Johnson Sr.
(250) 724-4799.
FOR SALE: Area "G" Al Troll License
37.5 ft. Contact Louie Frank Sr. at 250.

TRUCKS - RV'S - BOATS.
7429
Pacific Rim Highway. Phone 720 -2211.
-

IMIIIIIand Ann.

Dinner to be served at 5 pm - Meeting to start at 6 pm
Opportunity to win one of four door prizes if in full attendance for meeting.

:

Automobile cleaning and renewal. CARS

HOUSE FOR SALE: Tseshaht members
only. 2 bedroom. Call Al @ 724 -3215
after 5 pm for more information. serious
inquires only
I owed or any bid not

BASKET N PAVING FOR SALE:

UCLUELET FIRST NATION MEMBERS

General Band Meeting
Monday, October 6, 2003

D &M AUTOCLEAN
"WE'LL DO YOUR DIRTY WORK"

are interested in native carvings such as:

VOR IRO.

S.

Professional available for Workshops/Conferences.
Healing GreleswereaNCaroe Journeys
Holistic massage & aromatherapy with essential oils by Raven Touch.
Please contact Eileen Touchie íy250- 726 -7369 or 7265505.
- 5 Techniques combined into one full health experience.
- Balance lymphatic system /relieve tired and tense mucks.
- Pressure point care for overall health.

c_huuayaht Just naionvhotmail.com

euu fteekoo

f

thank you to Lyse Frank for standing by
the phone and VHF' passing on
information about my accident Last but
not least, thank you to my husband Dave
for driving all the way from Port Alberni
late that night to be with me. I love you
so much. Pretty soon I will literally be
back on my feet and I want to invite
those of you that were at my home to
come for chimes Choo. Ginger Prank.

FOR SALE: Native designed jewellery;
silver, copper, gold engraving, stone
setting. Contact Gordon Dick by phone
FOR SALE: Carvings for sale.

1

All.

Miscellaneous
.

1
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nn,) np..r n.6..aNra+
Bedroom with
basement Recently renovated. Serious
All reasonable
enquiries only please
Call
Allan @ 724offers considered.
Tseshaht
3215 (Homo) or 724 -4041.
members only.

HOUSE FOR SAI F:

3

BAY

CONVENIENCE

STORE: Open Year round! Located on
Slush Reserve. Status cap available.
(250) 7268306. Shirley Mack Proprietor.
MOUNTAIN BOY (20001- FAST-FOOD
TAKE -OUT, 1627C Peninsula Road,
Ucluelet, B.C. Pen. Chicken, Ribs & Ice
Cream. Open 7 days a week from 11.30am
- 10pm. Deliveries after 5,30pm. Tel: 7262221. Owners: Vi & Crystal Mundy.

NITINAH'f LAKE MOTEL:

New

Manager is Lucy Edgar. lean be reached at
Office # - 250- 745 -3844, Home # 250-7456610, Fax # 250 -745 -3295. PO Box 160,
Port Alberni, BC, VOY 7M8.

Employment Wanted
Services Offered

/

Elegant Advantage Decorating
and Catering Services
Tracey Robinson @ home:723 -8571,
Margaret Robinson @ home:723 -0789.
We do all occasions: Weddings,
Banquets,
Graduations,
Showers,
Brunches, Dinners, Super Host & Food

Certified
ADAM_ INDUSTRIAL
Safe

SEWING:

Ceremonial Cumins & heron bags, Boat
tops. Awnings, Custom Orders. Quality

wok 6O the Bear Prices on the Island!
.timatcs. Christine & Luke Aday
.

6956.

Free

723-

1

Ha-Shilth-Sa

2
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N.E.D.C.
BUSINESS NEWS
NEDC Board of Director Profile
Barbara Audet, Tla -o- qui -aht Representative
The operations of the Nuu -chahnulth Economic Development
Corporation (NEDC) is governed
by its Board of Directors.
This Board is comprised of a
maximum 20 members (one from
each of the 14 Nuu -chah -nulth
Tribes, one from the Nuu -chahnulth Tribal Council and five seats
for members -at- large).
Barbara Audet has sat as the Tlao- qui -aht representative for the past
four years and is very proud of the
accomplishments of the Board and
the Corporation. "I really enjoy the
work, the challenges and most of
all the results," she said. "It's good
to go home and see the growth and
development of First Nation owned
businesses, to see our businesses
thriving and competing
successfully."
Barb was born and raised in
Tofino, the eldest of the late Alex
and Nancy Masso's nine children.
After completing high school in
Ucluelet Barb moved to Victoria
and attended Camosun College
completing her college preparation
program. She would later receive a
Diploma in Business
Administration while living and
attending post -secondary school in
Quebec.
Barbara has always considered
education an important tool for
First Nation development and has
worked hard to support her family
and her children in their academic
endeavours.
For the past 32 years, Barb has
been married to Dan Audet, a
retired military pilot currently
working for Air Canada Jazz and
based in Montreal for what Barb
hopes is a short posting. "It's a
good thing I like to travel, because
we've done a lot of it," said Barb.
"And while there is no place like
home I have enjoyed myself and
a lot from my experiences
in other places. We have lived in
BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and
Germany."
Barb has two children, Saya and
Danielle and a third who is no

longer with them, her late son
Andrew. Danielle is married, living
in Kamloops and working as a
health inspector while her son, Saya
is living in Tofino completing his
Masters Degree in First Nation
Governance and exploring
entrepreneurship.
Barb is a strong, independent
person who believes she can do
whatever she wants if she just puts
her mind to it and her many hobbies
and skills prove her point. She is
self-taught at knitting, sewing, and
stained glass, she also snorkels,
skis, sails, fishes, golfs, plays tennis
and enjoys exercise and the Sunday
crossword. And if that isn't enough
she is learning to make patio stones
and burl bowls and platters - what's
next? "Well, I would really like to
tackle traditional cedar weaving,
maybe baskets as my next project,"
she said.
She is also a very community
minded person and volunteers her
time to both her Tribe and the larger
community. Currently Barbara is a
Board Member for Tin Wis Resort
and NEDC, and a committee
member for the Tla- o- qui -aht First
Nation Housing and Personnel
Committees.
"I believe that one of my strongest
contributions to any of these
organizations is that I am not afraid
to speak up, to ask questions or to
disagree. I also bring my profound
respect for the people of
communities and sense of humour
that helps me through difficult or
sensitive issues. Along with that, I
offer an accumulation of the
experiences of all the places I've
been and the things I've seen. I
believe that gives me a unique
`perspective," she said.
"I really enjoy the NEDC Board of
Directors. All the Board Members
are so professional and dedicated to
the success and growth of the
Corporation that it is a joy to be
part of that success," she said.
When Barbara looks to the
economic future of the Corporation
and Nuu -chah-nulth, she sees strong
economic growth, more
-
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entrepreneurship (particularly in the
tourism sectors), more youth owned
businesses, and an expansion of
NEDC services.
"I'd love to see us offering all the
services a bank does. Especially
mortgages," she said.
Barb has been both an employee
and entrepreneur, and is currently
an entrepreneur. "I consider myself
semi-retired," she said. "I only take
a few contracts, mainly in the areas

of event planning, co- ordination
and implementation, but I also
contract meeting minutes for the
NTC treaty team."
"I will continue to sit on the
NEDC Board of Directors for as
long as I am asked to," Barb said.
"I am truly interested in the
betterment of our people and I
know the obstacles that we face.
Anything I can do to help 1 am
only to happy to assist with."

EVERYONE WELCOME
As NEDC celebrates community futures week

October 19 - 25, 2003
We cordially invite you to join us on

OCTOBER 22, 2003 FOR THE
NEDC ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE
You are invited to take this opportunity to visit

the offices and staff & share
A light lunch buffet, desserts & beverages
From 11:30 am - 2:00 pm

At the NEDC main office
7563 Pacific Rim highway
Port Alberni

Nuu -chah -nulth Economic Development Corporation
7563 Pacific Rim Highway, (next door to Tseshaht Market)
Office Hours: MON

-

FRI:

8

am to 12 pm,

1

pm to 4:30 pm, SAT, SUN, & HOLIDAYS: CLOSED

The purpose of NEDC is to promote and assist the development, establishment and expansion of the business
enterprises of the Tribes and Tribal members of the Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council.

